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ABSTRACT

Structurally sound bolted joints often fail due to loss of tightness. This is because

the clamping load is affected not only by the application of the internai fluid pressure but

also by the amount of creep relaxation, thermal dégradation and différence in expansion

of the joint members. Most signifîcant contributions o ver the years were put towards

better stmctural integrity performance of the joint while no particular attention was paid

to the complex behavior of the gasket. With working conditions becoming more and

more sévère due to the rcquired increasing performance and efficiency demands, it is

évident that bolted ïïanged joints require rigorous analysis for both structural integrity

and leakage tightness.

This thesis présents a study of a new and accurate approach to the modeling and

design of bolted flanged gasketed joints. The new proposed design model that our

program "POLYFLG" is based on, encompasses most aspects of joint behavior in order

to produce both structural integrity and effîcient sealing perfonnance within the defmed

limits of the method used. The method is based on the elastic interactions of all the

flanged joint éléments taking into account their flexibility and considers the change in

joint élément dimensions during opération produced by température induced effects.

The work includes a detailed review of fhe literature on the design and analysis

of bolted flanged joints. Also included is the development of a simple analytical model
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which is based on an extension of the Taylor-Forge approach to which flange rotation,

nexibility of both the gasket and the bolts, friction between the gasket and flange and,

when applicable, the stiffness ofthe end closure are incorporated. Thèse parameters have

a strong influence on the gasket and boit stresses and have partly enabled us to résolve

some ambiguities and to better understand the complex mechanical behavior of bolted

flanged joints.

In addition, the proposée! model accounts for the short and the long term behavior

by simulating the relaxation of the remaining load on the gasket after the application of

the internai fluid pressure and température. The influence of the bolted joint stiffness on

the relaxation of the gasket is clearly demonstrated. In général, the results obtamed by

the proposée model compare well with those obtained experunentally, at room

température, on real bolted flanged joints. In some cases comparisons are made using

finite élément analyses.

Finally, an improved model capable oftaking into account most of the parameters

involved and guiding the désigner towards a long tenu safe leak design have been

developed. The proposée model has potential for becoming a design tool for leakage

prediction.



SOMMAIRE

La perte d'étanchéité est la défaillance la plus répandue dans les assemblages à

brides boulonnées munies de joint d'étanchéité. La raison principale de cette défaillance

est la diminution de la charge sur le joint due à l'application de la pression interne du

fluide ainsi que le fluage, la relaxation, la dégradation et la différence de dilatation

thermique. Pendant plusieurs années, le soucis majeur a été la performance des

assemblages à brides du point de vue intégrité mécanique sans attacher d'intérêt

particulier au comportement complexe du joint. Avec la sévérité accrue des conditions

de fonctionnement pour des raisons de performance et de rendement, il est évident que

les assemblages à brides nécessitent une analyse rigoureuse et doivent satisfaire les deux

critères: la tenue mécanique et l'étanchéité.

Cette thèse présente une méthode d'analyse du comportement d'un assemblage à

brides circulaires boulonnées soumis à différentes sollicitations. Une nouvelle approche

d'analyse et de conception des brides boulonnées, incluant la plupart des aspects relatifs

au comportement des éléments de l'assemblage et conduisant à une meilleure

performance à l'étanchéité dans les limites clairement définies par la méthode utilisée,

a été développée. Cette méthode sur laquelle est fondé le programme d'analyse

"POLYFLG", est basée sur l'interaction élastique des différents composants de

l'assemblage brides-joint-boulons, en considérant la rigidité ainsi que la variation des
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dimensions de chaque élément produit par les effets pré-cités induits thermiquement

pendant opération.

On trouvera également dans cette thèse, une revue bibliographique détaillée sur

les différentes approches utilisés dans la conception des brides boulonnées. L'analyse

complète ainsi que le développement du modèle analytique basé sur une extension de la

méthode de Taylor-Forge en considérant la rotation de la bride, la Hexibilité du joint et

des boulons, le frottement entre le joint et la bride, seront présentés. L'introduction de

ces paramètres, qui ont une grande influence sur les contraintes dans le joint et dans les

boulons, nous a permis de clarifier certaines ambiguïtés et de mieux comprendre le

comportement mécanique complexe d'un assemblage à brides.

De plus, on présente un modèle qui considère le comportement d'un assemblage

à brides, aussi bien à court terme qu'à long terme, en sunulant l'effet de la relaxation

dans le temps de la charge résiduelle sur le jouit, après application de la pression du

fluide et, plus particulièrement, à haute température. L'influence de la rigidité de

l'assemblage à brides boulonnées sur la relaxation du joint est démontrée. En général,

à la température ambiante une très bonne corrélation existe entre les résultats obtenus par

le modèle proposé et ceux obtenus expérimentalement sur des assemblages à brides

boulonnées réels. Dans certains cas, lorsque les tests expérimentaux ne le permettent pas,

on a eu recourt aux analyses numériques par la méthode éléments finis pour confirmer

la validité des résultats.
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Finalement, l'évaluation précise des contraintes résiduelles sur le joint s'avère

nécessaire pour la prédiction des fuites. Un modèle capable de prendre en compte la

plupart des paramètres impliqués et visant à garantir à long terme un degré d'étanchéité

acceptable, a été développé. Le modèle proposé a la capacité d'être un outil de

conception pour la prédiction des fuites.
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RÉSUMÉ

Les assemblages à brides sont les moyens les plus répandus qui servent de

connexion entre les équipements et les différents systèmes où un fluide sous pression y

est contenu ou y circule. Pour ne citer que quelques exemples, ces assemblages sont

utilisés dans les échangeurs de chaleur, les générateurs de vapeur, les systèmes de

tuyauterie, les turbines, les compresseurs et les colonnes de distillation. Les prmcipales

industries qui les utilisent, sont les usines chimiques et pétrochimiques, raffineries, les

centrales thermiques et nucléaires ainsi que les industries de transport et de

transformation. Même si d'autres types de joints tels que les joints soudés garantissent

une étanchéité presque parfaite par rapport aux joints boulonnés, ceux-ci sont nécessau-es

parce que démontables. Ils permettent ainsi l'entretien et l'inspection des installations.

Généralement, un assemblage boulonné est constitué de deux brides entre

lesquelles est comprimé, à l'aide de boulons, un joint d'étanchéité. La déformation

plastique du matériau du joint nécessite un serrage adéquat des boulons, afm que le

matériau épouse les aspérités des brides et empêche ainsi les fuites. L'mtégrité mécanique

et l'étanchéité sont les deux critères fondamentaux pour assurer le bon fonctionnement

du joint. Du point de vue tenue mécanique, les méthodes de calcul des assemblages à

brides donnent de bons résultats et sont fiables. C'est donc l'étanchéité qui constitue la

principale préoccupation des utilisateurs des assemblages boulonnés et qui apparaît pour

le moment comme étant le problème le moins maîtrisable. Une fuite même minime peut,
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dans certaines circonstances, avoir des conséquences coûteuses. Une ûiite peut provoquer

un arrêt de fonctionnement d'une installation; elle peut aussi déclencher un feu, une

explosion ou pis encore, être la cause de désastres graves incluant la contamination. C'est

dans ce sens que l'Agence Américaine de Protection de l'Environnement EPA a adopté,

par le biais du Congrès, une réglementation très stricte concernant les émissions fiigitives

dans les installations industrielles.

Avec l'utilisation ubiquiste des assemblages à brides munis de joints d'étanchéité

alors que les contraintes environnementales deviennent de plus en plus sévères , il est

unpératif afin de réduire la fuite au minunum d'en comprendre le phénomène et d'en

étudier son évolution en cours d'opération. L'introduction d'une méthode améliorée de

conception des assemblages à brides s'avère donc plus que nécessaire.

Le choix et l'installation des assemblages à brides nécessitent une attention

particulière. En effet, maintenu- un niveau adéquat d'étanchéité dans les conditions de

fonctionnement souvent très sévères telles que les hautes pressions et températures, les

milieux corrosifs, toxiques, inflammables et en présence des vibrations, est un dilemme

de taille pour les fabricants d'assemblage boulonnés sans compter les nombreux

paramètres qui doivent être pris en considération: la géométrie et la configuration de

l'assemblage, les propriétés des matériaux, la sélection du joint, le serrage initial requis,

la rotation de la bride et sa relaxation due au fluage.
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La revue bibliographique démontre que les assemblages à brides ont fait l'objet

de nombreuses études depuis l'adoption de la méthode de Taylor-Forge par l'ASME au

début des années 40. Depuis une vingtaine d'années, on a remis en cause la méthode de

calcul des brides boulonnées du code ASME et on a questionné, en particulier, la validité

des coefficients de joints "m" et "y" qui semble-t-il n'ont jamais été vérifiés

expérunentalement. C'est pourquoi plusieurs organismes internationaux tels que le PVRC

entreprennent des travaux de recherche approfondies afin de bien cerner le problème des

fuites. A l'Ecole Polytechnique de Montréal, le laboratoire d'étanchéité (TTRL) de la

section mécanique appliquée est activement unpliqué dans ce domaine. Ces activités sont

principalement axées sur la compréhension du comportement des joints aussi bien à

température ambiante qu'à haute température avec une attention particulière au

développement de nouvelles normes pour la caractérisation mécanique des jomts.

Dans ce sens, suite aux nombreux tests dirigés par Bazergui, Payne, Marchand

et Derenne, une nouvelle procédure de conception des assemblages à brides basée sur le

critère d'étanchéité, a été développée avec succès. En effet, de nouvelles constantes de

joints, G!,, a et Gg, ont été définies à partir des courbes de la contrainte d'écrasement en

fonction d'un paramètre d'étanchéité Tp. Ces courbes sont obtenues à partir de tests

d'étanchéité effectués à température ambiante.

La compréhension de l'influence de la température et du temps sur le

comportement à l'étanchéité est un élément clef à la réussite et à la maîtrise de
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conception d'assemblages à brides sans fuite. Le fluage, la dégradation thermique et la

différence de dilatation thermique sont des éléments qui contribuent à la variation de la

charge dans le joint. La duninution de la contrainte sur le joint due, surtout aux deux

premiers phénomènes et communément appelée relaxation, est un processus physique

rattaché à la perte d'épaisseur du joint. Aucune des méthodes présentement disponibles

pour la conception des brides ne présente un modèle suffisamment sophistiqué pour tenir

compte des paramètres pouvant guider l'ingénieur à des assemblages étanches à long

terme. C'est l'objet de notre travail.

Dans cette thèse, nous présentons une méthode d'analyse des forces et des

déplacements existant dans les assemblages à brides boulonnées munis de joints

d'étanchéité à l'intérieur du cercle des boulons. Deux configurations d'assemblage sont

considérées; les brides simples et les brides avec collerettes , toutes deux à faces

surélevées. Ces deux types de bride peuvent être montés en pau-e ou munies d'un couvert

plat. En développant un modèle analytique basé sur l'interaction élastique entre les

différents éléments de l'assemblage, on est capable de tenir compte des effets de la

température notamment le fluage, la différence de dilatation thermique et la dégradation

du joint. Le modèle a été validé en effecmant des comparaisons avec des résultats

expérimentaux ou numériques tels qu'obtenus par la méthode des éléments finis.

Ayant identifié, en premier lieu, la dépendance des conditions de fonctionnement

aux conditions de serrage initial, nous avons élaboré un modèle mettant en relation la
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force résiduelle sur le joint lors du fonctionnement, et la force appliquée lors du serrage

initial. Ceci est une amélioration par rapport au code ASME ou une telle interdépendance

n'est pas prise en compte dans le calcul des forces de l'assemblage, ce qui pourrait

expliquer en partie la faible performance à l'étanchéité de certains assemblages conçus

suivant le code. Cependant, la philosophie générale ainsi que la méthodologie adoptées

dans notre modèle reste de près semblable à celle dite de Taylor-Forge utilisée dans le

code de l'ASME.

L'assemblage est divisé en trois éléments distincts, à savoir: le joint, les boulons

et la bride. Ces trois éléments sont représentés par des ressorts élastiques distmcts montés

en série. En réalité, le joint offre un comportement généralement non-linéaire.

Cependant, puisque notre souci est le contrôle de la fuite, nous avons pu exploiter les

caractéristiques du joint dans les conditions de fonctionnement. Ainsi, le fait que le joint

se comporte linéairement lors du déchargement est un avantage important puisqu'il

permet la simplification du modèle. Cette quasi-linéarité se maintient d'ailleurs, lors des

chargements et déchargements subséquents. En effet, lors de l'écrasement initial, suite

à la séquence de serrage initial, le joint subit des alternances de chargements,

déchargements et rechargements qui démontrent toutes un comportement quasi-lméaire.

La bride est l'élément de l'assemblage qui exige une analyse plus complexe. Les

différentes parties qui la constituent, à savoir: le plateau, la collerette et l'eaveloppe

cylindrique, doivent être analysées séparément. Le plateau est traité par la théorie des
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anneaux ou la théorie des plaques dépendant du rapport des diamètres extérieur et

intérieur. La théorie des coques cylindriques d'épaisseur constante est appliquée à

l'enveloppe cylindrique et la théorie des coques cylindriques d'épaisseur linéairement

variable à la collerette. Ainsi, œs éléments sont traités en tant qu'entités indépendantes

avec des conditions aux frontières communes: aux jonctions entre le cylindre, la

collerette et le plateau, les conditions d'équilibre et de compatibilité des déplacements et

des rotations sont établies. En particulier, la compatibilité géométrique axiale impliquant

le déplacement du boulon est nécessaire pour mettre en relation la condition de

fonctionnement et de pré-serrage. Il est à noter que l'effet de résistance au frottement

entre les surfaces des brides et le joint, a été introduit en option. Cet effet pourrait être

très important pour la prédiction des contraintes limites des "blow-out" au niveau des

joints.

Nous avons ainsi développé un programme, "POLYFLG", fonctionnant sur micro-

ordinateur. Le programme résout le système d'équation à 5 inconnues Mo, Po, Vg, 6f et

F(), pour les brides sans collerette et à 11 inconnues M,, Pi, M;, Pz, Ci, C;, €3, €4, Vg,

Q{ et F,,, pour les brides avec collerette. Ces variables permettent le calcul des

déformations et des contraintes dans les différents éléments de l'assemblage servant à

examiner le degré d'étanchéité. Les exemples d'assemblages considérés ont montré que

le modèle peut prédire la variation de la charge dans les boulons avec une erreur de

moins de 4 % . Ainsi, comme dans les tests expérunentaux entrepris par Kohmura (1985)

et Sawa et al. (1991), notre modèle a pu également prédire le mamtient et même la
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diminution de la charge dans les boulons avec augmentation de la pression et cela suivant

les caractéristiques de l'assemblage.

L'évaluation de la distribution de la contrainte radiale dans le joint a pu être faite

à partir du modèle élaboré incluant une représentation simplifiée du joint. Il va sans dire

qu'une bonne estimation de la rotation de la bride est un paramètre essentiel dans cette

évaluation. La modélisation du joint par un ressort élastique dont la position est réajustée

suivant le point d'application de la charge du joint s'avère une méthode efficace. Elle

permet, en outre, d'éviter une modélisation plus complexe impliquant plusieurs petits

éléments de joints concentriques dont la réaction totale, résultante de ces derniers, aurait

le même module et la même position. Toutefois, cette méthode est limitée auxjomts dont

la rigidité est relativement faible qui subissent des déformations plus importantes que les

surfaces de contact des brides. D'autre part, la bride est supposée suffisamment rigide

pour négliger les déformations due à la flexion. Néanmoins, les rotations de brides

calculées à partir de ces suppositions sont en bonne comparaison avec celles mesurées

sur des brides réelles. La répartition radiale de la contrainte sur le joint n'a fait l'objet

que d'une étude par éléments finis. L'étude expérunentale que nous avons entreprise à

l'aide du système "DynaForce" de mesure de pression de contact s'est avérée très peu

fiable à cause du comportement fortement non-linéaire du capteur avec un hystérésis

prononcé. Cependant, des observations qualitatives sur des joints en feuille ont confirmé

la tendance linéaire de la distribution de la contrainte avec une mise en évidence nette

de la contrainte maximale du côté du diamètre extérieure du joint.
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Notre modèle inclut, en outre, les effets thermiques qui, en général, ont tendance

à causer une relaxation du joint et des boulons dans le temps. Dans notre modèle, la

perte de la charge sur le joint est traduite par une diminution de l'épaisseur due au fluage

et/ou à la dégradation thermique. Par ailleurs, la différence de dilatation thermique entre

les différents éléments de l'assemblage est, le plus souvent, la cause d'une augmentation

de la charge dans les boulons et sur le joint. En effet, étant à une température inférieure

à celle de la bride et du joint, les boulons subissent une dilatation inférieure ce qui

engendre, par conséquent une augmentation de la charge. La diminution de la charge sur

le joint due au fluage à température ambiante a été le sujet d'une étude expérimentale

détaillée. Celle-ci a permis de valider le modèle de relaxation proposé. En effet, la

comparaison avec les résultats de relaxation effectués sur des assemblages à bride réels

a révélé que l'approche analytique entreprise donne de bon résultats.

Tous les tests de relaxation ont été effectués avec un assemblage à brides de 4 po.

(102 mm) de diamètre de classe 600. Deux type de joints à base de PTFE avec deux

épaisseurs différentes, 1/8 et 1/16 po. ( 3.2 et 1.6 mm), ont été laissés relaxer sur cet

assemblage pendant une période de quelque 5 heures. Les mesures coïncident aux valeurs

calculées à l'aide du modèle à quelque 2% près. A titre d'exemple, un joint en PTFE de

1/8 po. subit une perte de charge de 30% due à sa relaxation durant la durée du test. De

plus, plus le joint est épais, plus sa relaxation est importante. La rigidité de l'assemblage

a une influence directe sur la relaxation; plus la rigidité est grande plus la relaxation est
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importante. Ainsi, l'extension des boulons ou l'introduction de rondelles "Belleville"

diminuent la rigidité et améliorent la situation.

Il est bien établi que le comportement à l'étanchéité des assemblages à brides est

relié directement à la pression de contact sur le joint. La répartition radiale de la

contrainte sur le joint doit donc faire l'objet d'une étude expérimentale plus approfondie.

C'est pourquoi, le capteur "DynaForce" et l'amélioration de la procédure d'étalonnage

sont plus que nécessaires pour la validation de nos résultats et la compréhension de

l'étanchéité des assemblages boulonnés munis de joint. Même si notre modèle de fluage

relaxation n'a été validé que pour les températures ambiantes, il pourrait être utilisé pour

inclure la relaxation due au fluage à hautes températures. Par ailleurs, il serait

souhaitable d'inclure éventuellement dans le modèle les charges externes, les effets

transitoires et les chocs thermiques qui peuvent compromettre l'étanchéité des

assemblages boulonnés.
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CHAPITER l

INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL SCOPE

Bolted flanged joints are extensively used to connect shell éléments containing a

fluid under pressure (Fig. 1.1). Bolted joints offer the possibility of disassembly for

maintenance and inspection. In comparison with other types of joints, like welded joints,

they are often seen as a source of potential leakage during opération. Bolted flanged

joints are used in virtually all pressure vessels such as heat exchangers, steam geoerators,

piping Systems, turbines, compressors and process columns. They have a wide range of

applications in chemical and petrochemical plants, oil refmeries, thermal and nuclear

power plants and transportation and transfonnation industries.

Flanged joints come in différent design configurations. During assembly, the bolts

are tightened in a way that the gasket located between the Hanges, as shown in Fig. 1.2,

provides tightness when the System is under internai pressure. It is obvious that the boit

load that holds the flanges together must be equal to the sum of the force developed by

the internai pressure that tends to separate the Hanges, and the contact pressure force on

the gasket needed to prevent leakage.



At the heart of the bolted flanged joint is the gasket. The function of the flanges

and the bolts is to maintain on the gasket such déformation, surface constraint and normal

compressive force as may be needed to prevent leakage of the contained pressurised

fluid. This cannot be achieved unless there exists a sufficient load and hence déformation

on the gasket so as to cause intimate contact with the irregularities of the flange surfaces,

but not so great as to crush the gasket. The gasket must exhibit a good resilience in order

to recover when the ïïuid pressure is released. It must also have good creep and

relaxation résistance under often demanding operating conditions. In order to respond to

user demands for reliability and knproved gasket performance, gasket manufacturers rely

on a variety of tests for evaluating gasket behavior.

At this point, it is perhaps necessary to give some descriptive détails on différent

joints and gaskets. According to the available methods for the design of bolted gasketed

joints, flanges can be classified under several catégories. The most popular ones, often

referred to as the raised face flanges, are fitted with a ring-type gasket located inside the

boit circle and with no contact outside this circle. Less popular types of flanges include

the fiât face flanges in metal-to-metal contact and the ftill-face gasketed flanges (Fig.

1.3). For the purpose of the présent study, only two types of raised face ïïanges will be

considered. They are namely the welding neck type and the ring type flanges.

As to the gaskets used, not only do they come in différent types, shapes and sizes

but they are selected according to spécifie applications. The material of which they are



made may be metallic (steel, stainless steel, copper), non-metallic (Elastomer, fibres,

graphite, PTFE) or a combination ofboth. Figure 1.4 shows schematically some of the

most commonly used types of gaskets.

1.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Flanges are classified according to their dimensions and pressure-temperature

ratings. The history of the development of flange dunensions and ratings can be traced

back to their prototype cast iron flanges and flange fittings in the late 1880's. It was at

that time that the first step towards standardization began when the ASME appointed a

committee to obtain the views of manufacturers of pumps, steam engines and valves on

the matter. The continuous requirement and need to develop better joints has led to the

establishment of the présent ASME/ANSI B16.5 and B16.34 Standards. Within the

framework of established dimensions, the B16.5 Standard has shown remarkable progress

in the diversity of types of flanges, sizes, and materials; and in self-consistency in ratings

and consistency with the ASME Boiler Code design concepts.

Flange design has been extensively researched and written about for many decades

and has possibly attracted more investigations than ahnost any other pressure vessel

component. The most significant contribution over the years was the paper published by

Waters et al. (1937) in which they présentée! a flange design System which has led to the



well known "Taylor-Forge" method (G&W Taylor,1978). The wide acceptance and the

relative sunplicity in its application have meant that this method has become the most

extensively used technique in modem flange design and it forms the basis of the ASME

Boiler and Prcssure Vessel Code procédure (ASME,1992) for the design of flanges with

gaskets.

However, the présent flange design procédure is far from being sophisticated

enough to meet today's technological and environmental requirements so that many joint

problems still rcmain unsolved. The reliability of the m and y gasket factors in terms of

tightness and the relative difficulty in sealing 3 inch class 150 Ib flanges arc a few

examples that are presently of major concem (Short 11,1992).

1.3 FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIOR AND ASSOCIATED PROBLEMS

One of the major issue of today's increasing envu-onmental consciousness is the

need to reduce fùgitive émissions which refers to leakage m joints. In this respect,

prcventing leakage produced via bolted joints is perhaps one of the most challenging

tasks for joint designers and gasket manufacturers. The problem is made more difficult

to overcome due to the relatively poor perfonnance of many asbestos gaskets substitutes

such gaskets made of elastomer binders mked with organic fibres.



Fluids to be sealed can be toxic, explosive and/or flammable having potential for

considérable health and environmental damages. In other cases, replacement of leaky

gaskets will cause an intermption in service which often means a considérable revenue

loss and possibly a complète shutdown due to govemment sanctions. Indeed, with the

new strict environmental régulations known as the Clean Air Act, recently adopted by

the American Congress and to be imposed by the EPA (Environmental Protection

Agency) in the future to already existing plants, manufacturers have to place more

emphasis on the leakage performance and long term behavior of their gasketed joints.

Most countries plan or are already implementing clean air régulations. The US is a bell-

weather of things to come.

With the increasing ubiquitous use of the previous mentioned bolted joints and

with the more restrictive environmental protection laws, attention has focused upon ways

not only to reduce the problem of leakage but also to improve the général performance

of joints by introducing an effîcient design method. By far the largest majority of flanges

arc selected from standards such as ASME/ANSI B16.5 (1988), and the désigner is

required to give only small considération to gaskets, bolts and stresses. Likewise, he

often relies on joint designs which have been derived from a combination of past

expérience, tests and calculations, and with usually provide adéquate performance in

service.



With higher pressures and températures becoming évident due to the required

increasing performance and efficiency requircments in power and chemical plants, bolted

jouit connections require rigorous analysis for both structural integrity and leakage

tightness. In most joint analyses, little attention is focused on leakage performance ofthe

joint with the emphasis being put towards structural integrity by keeping all joint

component stresses below specified levels.

Leakage is, however, not just related to the gasket. It is dépendent on the whole

flanged joint which is composed of three separate and independent, although interrelated

components: the flanges, the gasket, and the bolts, and which are assemblée by yet

another influence, the assembly procédure. Proper controls must be exercised in the

sélection and application of all of thèse éléments to attain a joint with an acceptable leak

tightness.

Primarily all types of joints are required to seal without leakage. To achieve this,

the correct combination of some parameters such as geometry, material, gasket, bolts and

surface finish must be specifîed. The problem is made more difficult by the practical

variability of some of thèse parameters. A good design technique should encompass most

aspects of joint behavior and produce efficient sealing performance within the clearly

defmed limits of the method used.



A number of questions have been raised for the past 10 years with regards to the

précision of the methods used for the design of bolted flanged connections. In the field,

investigators bas shown that leakage in gasketed joints is still a major problem yet to be

overcome. In 1985, an important survey on flange joints led by Payne (1985) confirmed

that leakage is indeed the big issue in bolted flanged joints and is primarily due to both

increased température and gasket failure. Since the early définition of the gasket "m" and

"y" factors in a paper by Rossheim and Markl (1943), little bas been done to révise or

confirm their validity. The result of numerous inquu-ies to ASME concerning the

adequacy of thèse factors, led to a request for their évaluation by the PVRC

Subcommittee on Bolted Flanged Connections (PVRC.1975, Raut and Léon, 1977).

An investigation by Kraus (1980a) established that, effectively, one of the major

discrepancies in the design of flanges was related to the use of factors "m" and "y" for

which no expérimental vérification was ever undertaken. As a result, the PVRC launched

a comprehensive research program to investigate the behavior of commonly used gaskets

in order to predict the tightness performance of actual flanged assemblies. Some

parameters such as the gasket width, gasket thickness, contained fluid, initial assembly

stress, residual gasket stress and fluid pressure were shown to have a major impact on

the performance of various common types of gaskets. As a direct result, the concept of

gasket leak rate started to be evoked as a design criteria. Indeed, it was not until 1985

that the concept of leakage, once completely ignored by the ASME code, was

successfully introduced in the design of flanges by Payne et al., and is presently in the
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process of being adopted by the ASME code as an alternative procédure for the design

of bolted flanged connections that are based on tightness.

Important research entities throughout the world and mainly in USA (PVRC,

MTI), France (CETIM), England (BHRG) and Germany (MPA) are fiilly active trying

to understand the complex phenomenon involved in the leakage ofgasketed joints. At the

Ecole Polytechnique of Montréal, the Tightness Testmg and Research Laboratory (TTRL)

of the applied mechanics section has been mtensively workmg in this field since the early

1980's: Problems associated with both room température and elevated température

behavior of bolted flanged joints are tackled with particular focus on the development of

new standardized gasket test methods.

1.4 OBJECTIVE 0F THE RESEARCH WORK

No bolted joint design method has been developed which is capable of taking into

account most of the parameters involved in the opération of a flanged joint and which

guide the design engineer towards a long tenu leak proof design. As an example, little

has been done with regard to the influence of creep relaxation of the bolted joint

especially at high température. It would also be desirable to have a précise évaluation of

the remaining compression stress on the gasket at all times, so as to predict leakage.

Initial joint assembly conditions, on the other hand, are known to have a diiect influence



on the operating conditions and there exists a relationship for both the déformations and

the loads of the différent joint éléments between the two states. But yet, the présent

ASME code design procédure fail to comply with this relationship.

This work présents a method to analyze the actual force relationships in a joint

assembly, and therefore provides accurate values for use in predicting the joint tightness

obtained from a ROTT gasket test. One of our prime objectives is to expand our

knowledge of the behavior of bolted flanged joints through the development of an

analytical model based on elastic interaction of all joint members and capable of taking

into account température induced effects, namely thermal expansion, gasket creep and

dégradation. In concentrating on the two types of joints already mentioned, the model

will be tested and validated by comparison with expérimental and finite élément results.

A first basic development is to fmd a relationship between the boit initial seating

and final operating loads taking into account flange rotation, flexibility ofboth the gasket

and the bolts and friction between gasket and flange and, when applicable, the stiffness

of the end closure. However, the général philosophy adopted is similar to the one used

in the Taylor-Forge method. In addition, effects such as creep relaxation of the bolts and

the gasket and thermal expansion of the différent joint éléments will eventually be

incorporated. A simple analytical method for evaluating the joint stiffness which has a

strong influence on the relaxation of the clamping load will also be included. Provided

that enough data of a pure creep test of any gasket material exists, the model is capable
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of simulating, with reasonable accuracy, its true creep relaxation behavior when installed

m a flanged joint. Finally, a study of the influence of flange rotation on the radiai

distribution of gasket contact stress and the load on the bolts will also be investigated

using the DynaForce sensing System described in Chapter 3 and strain gages. The

objectives of the proposée! research are summarised as follows;

l. Identify all important flange parameters and develop an analytical model based

on the elastic interaction of all joint members capable of a more accurate

prediction of the gasket compression and boit loads at all times.

2. Develop a gasket model including an adjustment of the gasket réaction and

study the effect of ïïange rotation on the gasket stress distribution.

3. Smdy the redistribution of the normal stresses on the gasket and the final forces

in a flanged joint, due to small displacements in both the gasket and the bolts

so as to simulate relaxation due to gasket creep and thennal dégradation as well

as the différence in expansion of all joint components.

4. Shidy the effect of joint rigidity on the creep relaxation and the leakage

performance of a typical bolted gasketed joint.

5. Contribute to the improvement and extension of the ASME Code flange design

procédure by providmg a more accurate and complète analytical tool to be used

for maintenance purposes, design modifications and the development of new

gaskets and joints, and capable of incorporating future development especially

the effects of elevated températures and extemal loads.
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Figure 1.1 Use of bolted flanged joints
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Figure 1.2 Section of a typical bolted flanged joint
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Figure 1.4 Gasket used in bolted flanged joints



CHAPTER2

LITERATURE SEARCH

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The technology of gasketed flanged joints has drawn considérable attention since

the early use of boilers and pressure vessels. With the increasing use of fluids under

pressure in général and steam in particular in some industries, it appeared necessary to

fmd simple methods to design flanges. Before the end of the 19^ century, there was no

known design method in use for flanged joints and people relied on their own expérience.

Begining m 1891, attempts were made by several researchers (Bach,1891,1896 and

Westphal,1897) in Germany and later in the USA (Anonymous,1905), to develop sunple

methods for flange design based on the theory of elasticity and some empirical

formulations. Thèse methods proved to be inaccurate and it was not until 1927 that the

technology of flange analysis began to émerge with a new approach by Waters and

Taylor. They later introduced some sophistication in their analysis to include the effect

of intégral and loose tapered hubs (Waters et al., 1937). This was a major contribution

to flange technology and forms the basis ofthe présent ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code ïïange design procédure.
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Ever since, the original work of Water and Taylor, a number of publications have

appeared offering alternative methods and improvements and a few of thèse are worth

reviewing. Three of the most interesting bibliographical reviews on the subject of bolted

flanged joints are worth mentioning. The first one is by Schneider and Rodabaugh (1982)

which deals with relevant background material of several existing flange designs, most

of which were allowed by the code at one tune. The paper by Blach and Bazergui (1981)

reviewed methods of analysis of bolted flanged connections includmg an extensive list

of 262 références with short comments for quick review. Finally, Kraus (1980) reviewed

qualitatively and quantitatively the gasket leakage testing literature and concluded that the

gasket factors "m" and "y", still recommended in the ASME Code, were not verified

experimentally. He added that thèse factors dépend not ordy on the gasket type and

material but also on gasket width, surface fînish of the flanges, gasket stress, assembly

stress, internai pressure, contained fluid and permissible leakage rate, and concluded that

further gasket testing was required.

-^ There are as many designs as différent available flange types. Since the

appearance of the Taylor Forge method applicable to ïïanges with gaskets located inside

the boit circle and with no contact outside this circle, people considered the design of fiât

face flanges in metal-to-metal contact (Schneider,1968 and Waters.1971). Following

extensive work (Schneider and Waters,1969,1978,1979) on flat face flanges in metal-to-

métal contact with a blind cover, the code added this case to its Summer 1977 Addenda.

In the same year, mles for the design of reverse flanges also appearcd after an adaptation
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of the conventional approach. Derivation formulas are given in a paper by Waters and

Schneider (1980). The case of flat flanges with fùll face gaskets was investigated by

Blach et al. (1986) who proposed a formulation consistent with the ASME Code

philosophy. Full détails of the plate flange case is given by Blach (1983).

2.2 ROOM TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR 0F BOLTED JOINTS

Fromthe leakage tightness considérations, the design ofgasketedjomts relies very

much on the "m" and "y" gasket factors that have been in use in the ASME Code since

the early 1940's (Rosshein and Markl,1943). However it is suiprising not to fmd, in a

literature survey on flange design, a single paper which gives either an analytical or an

experunental background to thèse two factors although people were concemed about their

validity since they were first presented (Roberts,1950, Thom,1955 and Donald and

Salomon,1957). The "m" and "y" factors which are considered constant by the ASME

code for a class of gasket material, were found to vary with fluld pressure gasket stress,

gasket geometry and ïïange surface fmish.

In an effort to clarify this situation, the PVRC Committee on Bolted Flanged

Connections as requested by the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Committee (DDP

N ° .XIII, 1984), formed a task group on gasket testing. Extensive expérimental tests, part

of the Exploratory Gasket Program, conducted by Raut and Léon (1977) on some
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gaskets, pointed out that some parameters have a major impact on the performance of

various common types of gaskets. Thèse parameters include gasket width and thickness,

contained fluid, initial or assembly gasket stress, residual gasket stress under pressure

and the fluid pressure itself. Ever since, many research programs have been launched to

try and explain the différent phenomena involved with gasket leakage and how to

introduce thèse parameters m the design of bolted joints.

Quantitative leakage tests were perfbrmed for the first time in 1942 by Siebel and

Wellinger who measured leak rate of a gasket compressed between rigid platens and

pressurized with air, but no discussion was given of the method used for . Ever since,

many researchers (Schwaigerer and Seufert,1951, Boon and Lok, 195 8, Rathbum,1964a

and 1964b, Reuter,1973 and Raut and Léon, 1977) have started to seriously investigate

leakage using différent détection techniques that are based on various physical principles

and most ofwhich are described in the exhaustive report by Marr (1968). However, most

methods involve the confinement of the test gasket by using additional members sealed

with 0-rings. This provides a chamber into which the test fluid leaks through the gaskets

and is measured. Notwithstanding, 40 years later, the concept of leakage was introduced

for the first time in the design procédure of gasket joints by the gasket manufacturer

Klinger (Sauter, 1982) who produced charts based on a leakage of 0.25 ml/min, which

was considered to be the limit of a technically tight seal. Unfortunately, a unique value

of leakage as a référence for sealability, is not suffîcient with regards to the various

applications and sizes ofbolted flangedjomts. So this unique quantification scheme can
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not be regarded as a well established tightness accaptability criteria.

In 1979, a comprehensive program recommended by the PVRC and known as the

Gasket Test Program II started with two main objectives; the development of more

meaningful gasket design factors based on leakage and the élaboration of a standard

tightness test procédure at room température. As a result of this comprehensive

program, the concept of tightness was introduced as a non-dimensional tightness

parameter T defined in various papers (Bazergui et al., 1985 and Payne et al., 1988) and

used in a proposée ASME-like optunizing design procédure.

T = -p_
p*p

LRM

L'RM

0.5

(2.1)

Tp combines the mass leak rate of gasket with fluid pressure and can be

interprcted as the pressure (in atmosphères) rcquired to cause a unit helium leak rate of

l mg/sec in a 150 mm OD gasket. Tp dépends on not only the operating gasket stress but

also the initial gasket seating stress. As a direct conséquence, the traditional "m" and "y"

gasket factors, introduced several decades ago, were replaced by three new idealized

constants G(,, a and Gg which characterize the real leakage performance ofgaskets. Thèse

new factors will be described in détail Section in 2.3.3 . One of the key issues to the

problem of leakage performance in bolted gasketed joints is the proper assessment of the

stress remaining on the gasket after initial tightening of the joint and application of the

operating pressure. Therefore, the boit load requirements have to be precisely evaluated

for both the initial gasket seating and the operating conditions. Gasket seatmg is the
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condition which exists when the gasket is seated by applying an initial load with the bolts

during assembly. The operating boit load is the one required to resist the hydrostatic end

force of the design pressure tending to part the joint, and to maintain sufficient

compression on the gasket to ensure a tight joint. Hereafter, we présent design

procédures used in the ASME Code and a new suggested approach based on the concept

of leakage.

2.2.1 ASME Code Procédure

The initial compression force applied to a joint must serve several purposes

namely:

- It must be suffîcient to initially seat the gasket by flowing the gasket material

into the imperfections of the gasket seating surfaces regardless of operating conditions.

- It must be great enough to compensate for the total hydrostatic end force that

will be présent during operating conditions.

- It must be sufficient to maintain a residual load on the gasket-flange interface.

The design seating boit load is thus given by:

W^, = TT b G y (2.2)

From a practical standpoint, the residual gasket load must be 'm' times the

internai prcssure if a tight joint is to be maintained. This coefficient is called the "m"
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factor in the ASME Code. The design operating boit load is then:

wmi = 1 Gî P + 2b TT G mp (2.3)

Bolts are then selected so that the actual boit area A,, is equal to or greater than

the minimum required boit area A^ obtained from the ratio of the greater of Wmi and

Wnû over the allowable boit stress. The maximum stress on the gasket is therefore:

S_= Ab a_ (2.4)
'g 2-n- N G

2.2.2 The Klinger Procédure

In an other but similar procédure to the one used in the ASME Code, the Klinger

method is based on recommended seating and in-service gasket stresses and was

suggested by Sauter (1982). It employs différent gasket factors "m"' and "y"'. The "y"'

factor is the minimum seating stress to which the pressure is added while the "m"' factor

is a maintenance factor. Thèse factors are the slope and intercept of a straight line B

made asymptotic to the expérimental curve A of in-service gasket stress versus internai

pressure (Fig. 2. l). This experunental curve is obtained for an assumed technically tight

seal with a constant leak rate of 0.25 ml/min. The minimum in-service gasket stress is:

L = y/ + m/ p (2.5)
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The recommended initial seating stress on the gasket is the recommended in-

service stress L to which the réduction in stress rcsulting from the hydrostatic end load

is added:

S^= y/ + m/p + ^ p (2.6)

2.3.3 Modifîed Gasket Design Procédure

The initial boit load may be derived from a more modem method based on the

design criterion of tightness. This method is the result of the extensive gasket leakage

tests that have been carried out under the auspices of the PVRC (Bazergui and

Payne.1984, Bazergui and Marchand, 1984 and Payne et al.,1989a). Figure 2.2 shows the

gasket stress Sg as a function of tightness Tp. Such a graph is essential for interpreting

gasket sealing behavior in terms of gasket stress. It shows a complète test séquence with

two parts, A and B, corresponding to initial loadmg and subsequent unloadmg -reloading

cycles which are représentative of the real operating conditions.

With some sunplifying assumptions for design purposes, the tightness perfonnance

of gaskets is ideally characterized by three new constants G|,, a and G s represented in

Fig. 2.2. The two first constants G|, and a are the intercept at T = l and the slope

associated with the part A seating load-sequence data for higher loads respectively, while

Gs is the ambient intercept at Tp = l associated with all part B unload-reload séquences.
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Of particular interest is how tightness increases with increasing initial gasket

stress. For the same operating gasket stress Sg, the unloading-reloading loop from the

initial gasket seating stress SA gives higher tightness Tp than that from the initial gasket

seatmg stress SA^in-

In order to optunize the boit load, a similar but more balanced iterative procédure

that uses a variable tightness criteria (Alvaro,1990) was developed. This method

optimizes the values of the ASME Code-like seating and operating design loads (W^i and

W^), taking into considération certain physical constraints on the joint. First, the

minunum gasket stress should always be greater than twice the pressure 2p and secondly,

fhe seating stress Sya is reduced by 1.5 so as to avoid higher allowable stresses for the

assembly condition.

The minimum boit load Wn, is derived by satisfying both the seating and operating

gasket stress requirements for the design value of minimum tightness Tpnm, durmg

opération, given a specified design pressure, gasket geometry and constants G^,, a and Gg,

(Hsu et al., 1994) such that:

- The rcquired theoretical seating stress, Sya is:

S., = —^ [1.5 T_Ja (2-7)
'ya 0.75 1-"" -Pml"J



- The design seating stress component, S^ is:

= sya _ „ AP
ûm2 = T-5 ~ p A:
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(2.8)

- The design operating stress component, S^i is:

S.i = G, 0.75 .l?

l
T. (2.9)

where
logd.5 T^)

10g(To^)pmm'

(2.10)

- The minimum boit load required, W^, is;

W, =P\ - S, A,p -m
(2.11)

where S^, is the greater of Smi or S^ or 2p.

2.3 ELEVATED TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR 0F BOLTED JOINTS

Some flanged joint assemblies may begin to leak some time following a successfùl

hydrostatic test. One reason for this is that the gasket expériences a drop in its initial

compressive stress due to creep relaxation behavior of the éléments that constitute the
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joint. Although it is widely acknowledged that creep relaxation of bolted flanged joints

is increased by élévation of température, reports (Bazergui,1984) show that room-

température relaxation can also be significant even at light loads. In reality, there exist

several other factors that may contribute to the boit load loss. The thermal dégradation

of the gasket and the différence between the thermal expansion of the joint members are

among the most unportant factors that contribute to the gasket load change which in tum

may lead to a serious increase in leakage and even a complète failure of the joint (blow-

out).

The process of relaxation is somehow accelerated with higher température. In

part, high température créâtes thermo-mechanical effects, expanding the metals, affecting

the gasket material by promoting a creep relaxation phenomenon which is a permanent

strain or relaxation of many soft materials under stress. In the one hand, creep causes

relaxation of the gasket compression stress which increases leakage because of gasket

thickness loss even though, while in the other hand it tends to fill all the gaps and

capiiïary holes that may be the actual paths for leakage. The matter is made more

complicated by the time-temperature aging effect of the gasket material. The mechanism

leading to leakage is complex, and unless more rcsearch work is to be pursued, the

elevated température behavior of gaskets and joints will remain a difficult and often

unresolved matter for flange design engineers.
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2.3.1 Creep in Bolted Joints

Creep analysis of bolted ïïanged connection was investigated by Bailey (1937),

Marine (1938) and Waters (1938). Steady creep was assumed and only the interaction of

the flanges and bolts was focused upon, ignoring the stiffening effects of the hub and

cylinder and the effect of relaxation of the gasket. Stress decay in gaskets and its effect

on the tightness of the joint was further studied by Thom (1942) and Werkenthin et al.

(1945) who conducted tests on mbber based gaskets. The experunental creep relaxation

apparatus used to conduct such tests are described in the various papers (Tapsel,1939,

Thom,1949 and Famam,1951). Smoley et al. (1963) examined the effect of relaxation

on the boit torque loss in a flange assembly.

With the introduction of unproved computational techniques to the field of bolted

flanged connections, a better understanding ofthe problem associated with creep has been

made possible. Fessler and Swannell (1974) carried out a fînite élément analysis of a

typical bolted flanged joint using a strain hardening creep law. Fairiy accurate results

would have been obtained ifthe gasket had been considered. However, its creep data was

not available at the time. Such analyses are time consuming and costly; thercfore, it is

of interest to develop sunpler analytical methods. Kraus (1980,1984) proposed a model

to predict the time required by the bolts to relax from an initial stress to some final level.

As the mfluence of other joint stmctures were not considered, iCraus found that the

leakage over tune prediction is half of what would be estimated using a finite élément
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analysis. Here again, the gasket creep relaxation behavior was not included in the

analysis.

Thus, most investigators seem to have considérée! mainly the creep of the bolts

and focused their attention on the interaction of the flanges and bolts only (Johson and

Baily, 1954). The creep relaxation of the gasket is not usually accounted for (ASME,

1992). And, even if this is the case, the results obtained from many researchers in the

field including the standard tests (ASTM.1993) available, are not really représentative

of the real gasket working conditions.

Gasket creep data are based on three types of tests. The fu-st type is the creep test

under constant gasket stress, the second type is a creep test under cyclic stress and a

third type is a gasket stress relaxation test at constant gasket deflection. Of course, none

of thèse tests (Vignaud et al. 1986 and Bazergui,1984) reproduce the tme bolted joint

situation which would involve simultaneous creep and relaxation with neither constant

stress nor constant deflection. Also, the tests are carried out at room température and last

only few hours, which may not be sufficient for some gasket types expected to operate

for several years. The flexibility of the test bench in which the gaskets are tested is, in

most cases, not représentative of the standard flanges. The influence of the flange

stiffness on the gasket stress relaxation was well established both experimentally and

theoretically by Marchand et al. (1993) and Bouzid et al. (1994a).
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Tests conducted by Bazergui (1984) at room température showed that most of the

gasket relaxation occurred during the first 15 minutes after the tightemng of the joint

bolts and is more pronounced at low gasket stress levels particularly for Spiral-Wound

gaskets. He also performed cyclic creep tests and found that most of the creep takes

place in the first 25 cycles and a larger extent of creep is produced in comparison with

constant stress tests because of ratcheting and cumulative deflection. The process is

accelerated at higher temperahires. The mechanism which leads to leakage is complex

because, on the one hand, relaxation of the gasket compression causes leakage to increase

while, on the other hand, creep tends to densify the gasket material filling the gaps and

porosities that constitute paths for leakage.

2.3.2 Thermal Dégradation of Gaskets

Another recently investigated phenomenon, that takes place at high température,

is the physical dégradation of the gasket material. The elevated température exposure

over tune of certain gaskets, such those made of organic composite based materials and

graphite, undergo changes in their physical and mechanical properties.

One of the first investigators on the subject was Chivers (1978) who observed

time-dependent effects and deduced that three resulting phenomena that take place

simultaneously, namely relaxation, creep and thennal dégradation. He used the Arrhénius

équation to predict the life tune, L, of gaskets as a function of température. T:
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L = p e"/T (2-12)

The coefficient p and ri are température dépendent. On-site tests conducted on

asbestos fîlled spiral wound gaskets at 200 ° C show up to a hundred time increase in

leakage but this was attributed mainly to the gasket relaxation. However, the time-

température exposure known as aging is a mechanism that may also lead to relaxation

due to the réduction of gasket thickness resulting from a weight loss. The process

involved is complex: the gasket material is degraded and decomposed by pyrolysis and

oxidation (Garn,1965). This, in tum, reduces the material density and the gasket

gradually becomes porous and looses its sealability.

In order to better characterise gaskets at high température and give an insight to

the process of aging, Payne et al. (1989a, 1989b and 1990) under the auspices of the

PVRC and MTI developed several test methods (ATRS, HATR, ARLA, HOTT and

AHOT). Thèse methods sunulate the real high température working conditions closely,

and give a realistic représentation of the behavior of gaskets in bolted flanged joint.

Residual tensile strcngth, load relaxation, thickness change, weight loss and sealability

are some of the gasket properties that are sought from the tests conducted on thèse

fixtures.

One of the test future developed to perfbrm the high température gasket tests (the

Universal Gasket Test Rig) is able to simulate a variety of flange rigidities including
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ASME/ANSI B. 16.5 and DIN 2632 flanges. This rig is currently used to perform hot

blow-out tests (HOBT) for evaluating gasket tightness performance under extrême

relaxation conditions (TTRL,1994).

More recently. Marchand et al. (1990a, 1990b and 1990e) and Derenne et al.

(1994) showed the influence of thermal dégradation on sealing performance ofsome sheet

gaskets and found a strong corrélation between the weight loss during thermal exposure

and gasket properties such as relaxation, initial compression stress, thickness change,

tensile strength, and tightness. Much ofthe stody was conducted on fibre-reinforced sheet

gasket materials (Marchand, 1991). Marchand et al. (1992) have also established a

corrélation of the weight loss for sheet gasket materials with tkne and température of

exposure and have successfully combined the two effects in a single time-temperature

équation using, as référence, a 48 hours exposure:

w/ = -[-L|"-_n_, (2.13)
48 | I/TQ - 1/T

Equation (2.13) leads conveniently to the définition of an aging parameter Ap

based on the weight loss corrélation such that;

A^ = ,.w/,^, (2.14)
" m/(4806/100)

The combined effect of time and température on the damage of gasket materials
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subjected to an oxidizing enviromnent, was also defîned by an équivalent aged exposure

parameter Ae as determined by a multiple régression analysis:

A, - (T-T^) tc.l00 (2.15)
K

While Ap is a more accurate predictive parameter, Ag is simpler and is used for

screening différent gasket materials and setting the elevated température conditions. An

empirical relation between thèse parameters and the gasket thickness loss would be of

great use for an assessment of the boit load loss.

2.3.3 Differential Thermal Expansion

Differential thermal expansion is a potential source of load change in gaskets and

bolts. The température coefficient of expansion or contraction of tfae gasket being

substantially différent than that of other joint members, and particulariy the bolts, any

change m température has a direct impact on gasket compression. While coder bolts tend

to increase the gasket load, the relative stiffness of the joint and, in particular, the

bending flexibility of the flange are some factors that detennine the net loss or gam of

gasket and boit load. Bickford et al. (1988) who conducted a FE analysis of a head

flange of a troublesome and difficult to seal heat exchanger unit, concluded that, in this

particular case, the differential thermal expansion is the major contributor to the increase

in boit load.
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Although high température is seen as a potential source of high stresses in

structural applications involving différent materials, up to now, very few investigations

related to bolted flanges, have been carried out to establish a design method (Hayes and

Roberts,1970 and Singh and Holte,1979). Recently, Kumano et al. (1993) and Sawa et

al. (1994) proposée! a method for predicting boit load change due to the différence in

thermal coefficient of linear expansion based on a model of a joint made of two hollow

cylinders fastened by a tap boit. Better results would have been obtained if the flexibility

of the flange was accounted for in the analysis. The need to give attention to the

relaxation properties of the materials involved when designing a joint for high

température service, especially in situations where thermal induced effects are the

controlling factors in design, is recognized by the ASME Code, but no spécifie guidelines

are given.

2.4 FLANGED JOINTS DESIGN METHODS

Some of the methods which are currently employed for the design of bolted

flanged joints are reviewed and described in this section. The basis of each method is

described giving the mam parameters having an influence on the hypothèses and

approximations used.
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2.4.1 The Taylor-Forge Method

As already pointed out, this method was pioneered by Waters et al. (1937,1949)

and is based on a complète elastic analysis of the whole flange assembly using the theory

of "Beams on Elastic Foundation" in the pipe-hub and flange intersections and

considering the ïïange as a circular plate with a central hole (Figs. 2.3-2.4). The method

suggests values for the initial seating load and the load requircd to seal at operating

pressure for a comprehensive range of gasket types.

For the bolting-up condition, the total ïïange moment is

M, - W, ^ (2.16)

For the operating condition, the total flange moment is

M, = FA,+ F^+ F^ (2.17)

The évaluation of stresses in the flange takes account of a more detailed analysis

which treats the flange, taper hub and shell separately. The hub is analyzed as a thin

cylmdrical shell of tapered thickness, the ring as a thin flat plate (Fig. 2.4). Edge

moments and forces are introduced and compatibility of displacement and rotation are

applied to the two discontinuityjunctions. To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that the
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radiai displacement is zéro at the thick end of the hub.

WhUe the detailed mathematics are given in the paper by Waters et al. (1949),

our présent interest is in the basic assumptions of the method rather than in the fmer

détail of the laborious solution. In effect, no account is takea of possible change in boit

load on application of pressure and in fact no assessment of the load-defonnation

characteristics of the joint is made as pointed out by Wesstrom et al. (1951). Further, it

neglects the normal pressure load on the inner surfaces of shell, hub and flange ring

referred to as the pressure inïïation effect and the zéro radiai displacement at the thick

end of the hub.

In large diameter flanges, thèse account for more than 30% of maxunum stress

as has been shown later by Murray and stuart (1961) and, much recently, confirmed by

Thomson (1987). Instead, the former presented an analysis for larger taper hub flanges

which removed many of the earlier assumptions of the Taylor-Forge method. Their

particular concem was larger flanges of over 5 feet in diameter. However, the major

difficulty with its application lays in the complex manipulation of its équations and the

iterative process involved. Nevertheless, with modem computers this task is obviously

reduced in terms of time and a complète explanation of the twhiùque can be found in the

book by Singh and Soler (1984).
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2.4.2 The Lake and Boyd Method

Engineers and researchers have long suspected that yield occurs at the junction

between the shell and the hub or flange due to the high longitudmal bending stresses and

argue that such stresses should not be limited to fictitious values derived by elastic

analysis such as the one used in the ASME Code, but rather by the load capacity of the

shell under plastic conditions. Based on some expérimental évidence which showed that

this method could produce adéquate joints even by allowing hub and shell yielding and

still performing satisfactorily, the Lake and Boyd (1957) method was adopted by the

British Standard, BS 1500 (1990), to generally give lighter flanges and thus save

substantial flange material.

Figure 2.5 shows the model used; noting the point of action of the équivalent

moment M is at the middle surface of the flange ring and Ae point of zéro radiai

displacement as regard to the Taylor Forge method, so that:

M = M()+ P^/î (2.18)

Having established the elastic solution, the analysis goes on to consider plastic

conditions. First, yielding takes place due to longitudinal bending of the shell at the

junction with the flange thus limiting the moment Mg to te Sy/4, where Sy is the uniaxial

yield stress. Then the shell hoop stress at the extrême outer fibre reaches yielding while

the flange ring remains fully elastic.
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Although this method appears to represent an improvement over the Taylor-Forge

method, the resulting greater Hexibility and consequently higher angular flange rotation

would make the joint difficult to seal (Giiï,1970).

2.4.3 The DIN 2502 Method

The DIN 2505 method (1961) used in Germany is based on the work of

Schwaigerer (1954 and 1961) and Anonymous (1967). Similar to the Lake and Boyd

method, this method is based on an elasto-plastic analysis and requires a bolt/gasket load-

déformation diagram to examine the joint sealing state for all design conditions. The

différence in flange flexibility under assembly and pressure conditions together with the

réduction in boit and flange stiffness due to the decrease of the modulus of elasticity at

increased température, are accounted for.

Refemng to Fig. 2.6, it is assumed that the ring and shell adjacent to the rmg are

both fully plastic, the former under hoop stresses and the latter under longitudinal

bending stresses. The plastic collapse moment M is determined as the sum of the

résistance of thèse two components. For the ring alone, the extemal collapse moment Mi

gives rise to a bendiog moment DoMi/2 about axis xx which is limited to:

D. M, . (A-B) t4s! (1W
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For the shell, the présence of longitudinal stresses due to the end load Po is

accounted for by calculating a thickness tci suffîcient to carry the end load:

t, = „ °. _ (2.20)
vcl 7T (B+Ç Sy

Then the external collapse moment M^ is therefore

M, - (te2-Ô ^ (2.21)

The tentative thickness of the flange 4 must be adjusted as necessary until the

design condition on the extemal flange moment, being restricted to the 2/3 of the

calculated coUapse moment, is met. In common to the other methods already mentioned,

this method assumes that the loading is simply an extemal moment applied to the flange

ring and all other pressure effects arc neglected. This method requires that a load-

déformation diagram similar to the one given by Podhorsky and Vu (1984), be

constructed to examine the overall behavior of the joint and to check that the gasket is

capable of sealing under all design conditions. This diagram takes into account the

différence in flange flexibility and the creep of the gasket at increased température.

Another flange design method referred to as TGL (TGL, 1991) and originally

developed in East Germany, is to be mentioned. It is based on the rotation of the flange

and accounts for the scatter of the boit loads. The effect of température in terms of the

différence in dilatation of the joint members are also included. This method is presently

being adopted by the EEC.
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2.5 CONCLUSION

Bolted Hanged joints must satisfy the requirements of both stmctural integrity and

leakage tightness. Currently, the emphasis is placed on accurate predictions of stress

levels for material saving purposes. Safe designs from a structural integrity point of view

has never been a serious problem as there are no records of sudden and total failure of

a flanged joint especially with the use ofductile materials. However, at the design level,

little has been done with regards to joint leakage.

It.is intuitively recognized that the interaction of the gasket, boit and flange

déformations plays an important part in the mechanism leading to leakage. However, the

current design procédures of bolted flanged connections including the ASME Code design

procédure are based on a stress criterion without limiting the extent of déformations. In

this context, and owing to the fact that the previous discussed methods of gasket design

are all based on a rigid Hange theory, bolted joints have been the subject of criticism.

The ïïexibility ofthe bolts and gasket together with the rotation ofthe flange, the friction

between the gasket and the flange and the température induced effects have a strong

influence on the final gasket compression and radiai stress distribution (Bouzid et

al.,1993,1994a and 1994b, Cascales and al., 1987, Cascales and Militello,1987 and

Derenne et al.,1984) and have been ignored in the ASME Code design procédure.

Although, a lot of emphasis is put towards studying all géométrie and material

parameters involved, a complète comprehensive model is not in sight. For example, a
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récent study on a bolted flange joint (Chaaban et al., 1993) shows that the boit torque and

hence the gasket stress distribution is also greatly influenced by the type of boit lubricant

used. During the development of most design procédures, little considération bas been

given to the creep relaxation of the gasket. The tests developed to obtain gasket

properties are often not ftilly représentative of the real gasket working conditions. It is

thus necessary to account for most of the parameters that arc required to be put in a

rational model in order to better predict the problem of leakage.

Over the last decade, a substantial research effort has been dedicated to the stody

of flanged joints and the characterization of gasket behavior at room and elevated

températures. To overcome the shortcomings of the présent ASME Code approach and

gain insight into gasket behavior, a great effort have been made by Bazergui, Marchand,

Derenne and Payne since 1984. Through the auspices of the PVRC, the MTI and others,

a fondamental understanding of gasket behavior has been achieved in parallel with the

development of new gasket test methods.

The proper assessment of gasket performance requires that the mechanical and

tightness properties of the gasket material be known at elevated température. What

corrections have to be applied to the gasket constant, and how to account for lime and

température effect that induces thermal dégradation of the gasket material are a few of

the questions that have been raised and will be addressed in the présent thesis.
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Figure 2.3 Loads considered in Taylor Forge model
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMEMCAL PROCEDURES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

To compare the results obtained from the analytical bolted flange model that will

be présentée in the next chapter, an expérimental investigation together with numerical

FEM analyses were performed. This chapter describes the expérimental and numerical

procédures of the différent tests that have been conducted for the purpose of developing

and validating the analytical model. Besides this, both methods will help understand some

of the phenomena that govern the bolt-gasket-flange interaction. This should also give

an indication of how complex the analytical model will have to be to provide a

reasonable estimate of the major parameters that control leakage.

In order to avoid costly experunental tests, in one case it was found bénéficiai to

use published results and compare them to the results obtained from our proposed

analytical model. This was the case when comparisons were made in relation to the

variation of the boit load with internai fluid pressure obtained from the analytical model.

The relevant experunental tests were conducted on real bolted flanged assemblies

désignée according to Japanese Standard JIS B2210-2217 as will be further discussed.
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Most of the tests that we conducted were related to the seating conditions because

the bolted flanged joint fixture (Fig. 3.1) used is désignée to reduce the hydrostatic

pressure end load. As will be seen later, for the purpose of simulating leakage through

gaskets, the pressure is applied to a small annular chamber within the gasket inside

diameter, and only a small amount of the resulting hydrostatic end force act to separate

the flanges. Some other expérimental tests, including pure creep tests, had to be carried

out because the gasket material data was not available in the literature.

A séries of studies were undertaken to identify the proper mix of the dominant

parameters needed to verify the adequacy of the analytical approach and modeling of the

type of flanges considered. In conductmg this research work, a few parameters

considered important have been identified, namely: the torque coefficient, the boit load,

the flange rotation, the gasket deflection and radiai stress distribution, and the leakage

rate. The numerical analyses utilize the ABAQUS général purpose FEM program for the

évaluation of the above parameters.

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Several experunents were conducted to validate the analytical approach and

modeling. Several test fixtures and laboratory equipment were used in conjunction with

the parameters under investigation. Thèse fixtures are described in the following sections.
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3.2.1 Bolted Flanged Rig

As shown in Fig. 3.1, a multipurpose expérimental rig consisting of a pair of

ANSI B16.5 type, NPS 4 Class 600 Ib steel welding neck flanges with the raised faces

machined off was used throughout this investigation. The bottom flange is bolted to a

3.75" (95.25 mm) diameter solid shaft at its hub small end. The solid shaft is fixed to

the supporting base. Steel platens with standard raised faces are fitted between the two

flanges, using o-rings to seal the space between the shaft and the flanges. An aluminium

plate fitted with o-rings is used to seal a narrow annular chamber around the outside

diameter of the gasket. The upper and lower platens are removable and may be

rcmachmed to the desired surface roughness. The rig is designed in such a way that the

end force due to the fluid pressure is very small, thus the gasket load is almost equal to

the measured boit load.

For the expérimental tests involving leakage measurements, 1/16" (1.6 mm) thick

compressed asbestos sheet gaskets are used because theu- leakage is easily detectable

using sunple pressure variation techniques. The pressurized fluid was helium. For the

rclaxation tests, either oftwo FTFE based types gaskets of différent thickness, 1/8" and

1/16" (3.2 and 1.6 mm), were used. The boit loads, the gasket displacements, the

pressures and températures are continuously monitored through a microcomputer based

data acquisition System. The initial boit load is applied by a torque wrench to each of the

7/8" (22.2 mm) diameter instmmented bolts. A fiill bridge with all four stram gages
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carefully placed, was used to cancel out bending.

A spécial tightening procédure based on the criss-cross pattem shown m Fig. 3.2

was developed to apply the required torque to each boit to produce approximately the

same load on all bolts. Four displacement transducers positioned in diametrally opposed

pairs monitor the gasket deflection as well as the flange rotation. Since the solid shaft

cancels out the hydrostatic end pressure, only the variables related to seating conditions

could be varied. Results relevant to operating conditions have been obtained from other

expérimental investigations available in the literature.

3.2.1.1 Displacement and Rotation Measurements

Four high-sensitivity Linear-Voltage-Differential-Transformer deflectometers

having a précision of 0.00001" (0.254 /zm) positioned in diametrally opposed pairs are

used to monitor gasket displacement, as well as the rotation of the flange. Smce the

readings are not taken at the mid gasket location, a correction, taking into account the

flange rotation, is applied to the gasket displacement. The local déformation of the

Hange due to bearing stress of the gasket is not significant and is neglected. Regarding

the thickness of the ïïange, it is reasonable to assume that the flexural bending effect is

very small and the flange ring may be considered to rotate rigidly around its centra id.
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3.2.1.2 Leakage Measurements

A few experunental leak tests were performed to study the effect of certain key

parameters believed to control the leakage of a real joint. Leak détection is achieved by

measuring pressure and température variations, over a given time interval in the annular

chamber (Fig. 3.1). Knowing the volume ofthe leakage collection circuit, and applying

the perfect gas law, the volume leak rate is computed for standard atmospheric

conditions, 14.7 psi and 32°F, (l atm. and 0°C) and is transformed to a mass leak rate

LRM expressed in mg/sec. Sufficient time is allowed for the leak rate to stabilize. As

mentioned previously, the rig is designed in such a way that the gas pressure needed to

perform leakage measurements is limited to a small annular chamber so that the pressure

end effect is small and can be neglected.

3.2.2 Torque Coefficient Test Rig

This part of the investigation, referred to as the Torque Coefficient Tests, was to

evaluate the so called "nut factor" for various types of oil and grease used as boit

lubricants. A séries of tests was performed with four différent boit lubricants that were

provided by the Fel-Pro company. Two ofher tests were performed; one degreased bolts

and the other with as received bolts and nuts. The tests were conducted on the simple test

fixture shown schematically in Fig. 3.3. Since the same boit is used for five of the six

tests, m order to avoid lubricant interaction even after cleamng, a specified order was
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followed:

l- C5-A lubricant,

2- N-5000 lubricant,

3- N-5000 improved lubricant,

4- C-670 lubricant,

5- Bolts without any lubricant (degreased),

6- As received bolts and nuts.

The torque coefficient test fixturc is composed of an instrumented boit which is

used to evaluate the nut factor for the first 5 cases. For case 6, a new "as rcceived" boit

was used, on which strain gages were mounted while keeping the original grease on it.

With a similar boit as that used by the bolted joint rig, the type of boit tested is also a

7/8" (22.2 mm) diameter, 9 threads/inch SAE grade 8, machined as shown in Fig. 3.3

so as to allow strain gages to be mounted. Before applying the lubricant to the boit(case

l to 4) tests, an ultrasonic cleaning of the boit has been performed using carbon

tetrachloride as solvent. For case 6, no thread cleaning was, obviously, required.

For each case considered in this part of the investigation, three tests were

performed and average values were obtained. Torque was applied gradually using a

torque wrench and, the induced boit load was measured from the strain gage

measurements, without reaching any plastic déformation.
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3.2.3 Study of the DynaForce Sensor System

Throughout the history of bolted sealing flange design, various methods and

techniques have been used to study and understand the stress distributions within thèse

Systems as reported by Czemik and Miszczak (1991). Thèse techniques were not highly

developed until récent years. Most of thèse methods arc based on a post treatment of

impressions, images and sometunes déformations left after loading. They use paper made

of carbon or NCR, deformed lead pellets and impression color density films to détermine

mating flange contact stress distributions. However, even thèse techniques provide only

limitée information because of their mherent constramts. Their major deficiency is that

they record maximum applied force and do not give any indication of the joint élément

interaction that occurs during the boit tightening séquence. Any réduction in stress during

the torquing séquence due to flange rocking or from extemal applied forces, is not

reflected in the impressions.

In this study, a contact pressure sensing System referred to as DynaForce sensor

System, which offers the potential to acquu-e real time static as well as dynamic

pressures, was investigated to acquire the gasket compressive stress distribution m a real

bolted flanged joint. The new technology behind the sensmg device (Czemick and

Miszczak,1991) may be briefly described as follows. A grid of conductive traces of

which each intersection forms an independent sensing cell is separated by a thin pressure

sensitive semi-conductive ink coating which provides an electrical resistance-conductance
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between intersecting contacts (Fig. 3.4). The grid is protected by two thin polyester

sheets.

Of major importance is the electrical résistance which changes with applied

extemal force. The sensor can be made of any shape and for the purpose of this stody,

it is ofcircular shape having an inside diameter 3.5" (88.9 mm) and an outside diameter

5.5" (139.7 mm), and is thin enough, 0.004" (0.1 mm), not to disrupt the interface

between the gasket and the flange. The sensor is nevertheless rcmoved durmg leakage

measurements which may be altered by its présence.

Gasket stress measurements are recorded at each intersecting point through

proprietary data acquisition software that includes a specially developed graphics option.

It provides two and three dunensional visual dynamic contact stress distribution

représentations as well as total compressive force, on the sensor, in real tune. Changes

in intersecting point loads can be observed, measured, and recorded throughout the test.

This may provide a powerful engmeering tool. Yet, so far, this new technology bas not

reached the level of reliability that is required for a measuring device; the major problem

is associated with its highly nonlinear behavior, large hysteresis, and a lack of

repeatability. Unless a reasonably accurate method of calibrating DynaForce System is

found, gasket stress distribution may only be accessed qualitatively.
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3.2.3.1 Sensor Calibration and Data Correction

The DynaForce software so far only provides a linear calibration algoridun. Thus

limiting its effective use to cases where the stresses in the sensor are all within a small

range so that a smgle scale factor for all sensor outputs may be applied. Unfortunately,

the gasket contact pressure range involved in this study is beyond the limited range of

linearity of the sensor. Gasket contact pressures obtained during a test range fi-om 0 psi

(0 MPa) at the inner and outer diameters to some 30 ksi (207 MPa) near the outside

diameter.

To obtain more accurate quantitative contact pressures, a calibration method that

accounts for the nonlinearity of the sensor must be used. Every sensing cell obtained by

conductive particles suspended randomly in a polymer based binder has a différent

electrical résistance with a différent output response to the same load. In addition, as

thèse particles are brought together with applied force, the electrical résistance through

the ink is reduced. Therefore, ideally, the calibration of each cell should be performed

separately. The problem encountered in such a case is the application of the same

pressure on each cell. One possible solution is to hydrostatically pressurize the sensor in

a confined chamber. However, the design and fabrication of such a confinement would

not be an easy task to do since it is required to withstand pressures of up to 30 ksi (207

MPa).
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A simpler method, involving the compression of a small area of the sensor could

be an interesting alternative to the idéal calibration. The nonlinear calibration curve

présentée! in Fig. 3.5 was obtained by compressing a small area of the sensor of 0.4 in

(258 mm2) on a uni versai testing machine. In order to unprove the uniformity of the

pressure distribution during the calibration, a soft material was placed between the gasket

and the sensor.

Results from the calibration test performed on a small sensor area (Fig. 3.5) can

be used to compute stress correction factor as the ones given in Table 3.1. When the

sensor is used to perform a test on a real flange, a computerized correction of the stress

values is applied to the ASCII output file. Note that in Fig. 3.5, it can be noted that a

différence exists between the loading and unloadmg calibration curves due to the

hysteresis of the DynaForce sensor. This behavior of the sensor is not helpful since when

utilisée in a real bolted joint, locally, the différent sectors of the gasket are subjected to

several loadings and unloadings due to the elastic interaction. However, for the purpose

of our investigation and simplicity, only the loading part ofcurve is considered.

3.2.3.2 Lubricant Effect on Gasket Stress Distribution

This part of the mvestigation, involved the évaluation of the stress distribution on

the gasket and the load scatter in the bolts while tightening the ïïange in an actual bolted-

ïïanged assembly. The same flange rig of Fig. 3.1 was used in conjunction with non-
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asbestos 1/16" (1.6 mm) thick sheet gaskets. During thèse tests, The DynaForce sensor

was used to measure the gasket contact stress distribution. Since the eight instrumented

bolts give the load variation from boit to boit, the sensor will be split into 8 equal sectors

so that integrated load corresponding to each boit load can be evaluated. The same

lubricant test order, specified in section 3.2.2, was followed, and the tightening séquence

of the bolts was the "criss-cross" order as specifîed in Fig. 3.2.

To détermine the gasket stress distribution, the DynaForce sensor was introduced

between the gasket and the flange facings. For the "as received" bolts and nuts case

(case 6), the test was carried out without strain gages fitted to any of the eight flange

bolts. For the other cases, a data acquisition System red the boit strains. At the same

time, the gasket stress distribution was recorded through the DynaForce System and the

correction factors obtained by calibration were later applied to the output files.

The lubricant test order and cleaning procédure was followed as described in the

previous part. The boit torque was applied in three stages, namely 1/3, 2/3 and full boit

maximum allowable stress value which was limited to 50% of yield. On the basis of the

boit yield load, approxunately 50000 Ibs ( 222.4 kN), the corresponding three torque

levels for each lubricant were obtained directly from the previous torque test results. For

each test, and after the application of each level of torque, the load in each boit and the

normal stress distribution on the gasket were recorded.
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3.2.4 Relaxation Tests

Here again, the bolted joint rig of Fig. 3.1 was used to undertake the relaxation

tests for later comparison with the analytical model. This type of test, performed on real

flanges, reflects the tme creep relaxation behavior that is présent in most bolted joints.

Two PTFE material based types gaskets ( PTFE Virgin 'A' and Gylon blue 'B', Table

3.2 ) of différent thicknesses, 1/8" and 1/16" (3.2 and 1.6 mm) were used. Due to the

relatively high creep rate of this material the experiments could be mn within a few

hours.

The loads were applied through the strain gaged bolts with a torque wrench using

a slightly modified séquence to the known criss cross séquence developed for the purpose

of obtaining an initial load on each boit within a few minutes and with a reasonable

accuracy of ±500 Ib (±2.22 kN). The modified tightening séquence consists ofapplying

the same torque to two diametraiïy opposed bolts at the same time. The boit load with

gasket material 'A' was initially set at 65,000 Ibs ( 289.1 kN) while the boit load with

gasket material 'B' was initially 53,000 Ibs (235.7 kN) which corresponds rcspectively

to an initial gasket stress of about 7200 and 6100 psi (49 and 42 MPa). Once the target

load is set, the automatic data logger is triggered to collect and store the data in files. A

predetermined varying time intervals were fed to the computer prier to initial tightening

in order to start recording as quickly as possible with a consistent data range over

approxunately a five hours period.
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3.2.5 Creep Tests

The modeling of relaxation in a bolted joint is based on gasket pure creep curves

as will be shown in Chapter 6. Since little relevant information is available on the two

selected gasket PTFE materials listed in Table 3.2, creep tests were undertaken and

limitée in time so that the complète test lasted a day. For consistency and reproduction

of the real conditions as much as possible, the load was applied to the entire surface of

the gasket. The tests were carried out on the Amsler servohydraulic testing machine

under the load control option. The gasket deflection is averaged from three recorded

LVDT measurements placed at 120 degree from each other. The movement of the

loading platens was thereforc monitored with a résolution of 0.00001" (0.254 ^m). The

LVDT's are set to zéro after the application of a small stress of about 50 psi (0.35 MPa)

on the gasket.

The gaskets were compressed to a sufficiently high stress level, of about 8000 psi

(55.2 MPa), based on the initial fùll gasket area, to co ver the range of stresses typically

encountered in practice with such gasket types. In a typical séries of tests, each of four

stresses 900, 3000, 5400 and 7800 psi (6.2, 20.7, 37.2 and 53.8 MPa) was applied on

a new gasket through smooth rigid platens. The load was held constant while the

deflection was recorded at predetennined programmed tune intervals ranging from 60

seconds at the beginning of the test to 600 secondes at the end.
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3.3 FEM ANALYSES

The général purpose finite élément computer program ABAQUS was used to

simulate the tri-dunensional behavior of a bolted flanged gasketed jouit and stody the

radiai distribution of the gasket contact stress and its variation with flange rotation. The

axisymmetric fmite élément model shown in Fig. 3.6 represents a bolted joint of the

same dimensions as the weld neck NPS 4 class 600 Ib test rig. The FEM model was

developed using 2-D isoparametric 8-nodes axisymmetric éléments having two degrees

of freedom at each node. The flange and gasket loads and displacements, the rotation of

the flange and the radiai gasket stress distributions were determined together with the

évolution of some of thèse parameters with time in the présence of gasket creep. In view

of the symmetry of the geometry and applied load, only half of the joint includmg one

ïïange together with half of the gasket and boit werc modeled. The cylinder was long

enough not to disturb the discontinuity effects at the junction with the hub.

The Modulus of Elasticity Ehoie for the boit hole circle région bounded by the

diameters C+dh and C-di, is reduced by the volume ratio of the boit holes to the total

volume without holes. The resulted Modulus of Elasticity for the boit hole région is:

^-4-^]
where d,, is the diameter of boit holes and E^ is the flange Modulus of Elasticity. If the

flange is made out of steel of Modulus of elasticity of 30xl06 psi (207 GPa), then the
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boit hole région is représentée! by a Modulus ofelasticity of23.6xl06 psi (162.5 GPa).

The boit is replacée by a solid ring with an équivalent axial section modulus with no

radiai nor circumferential résistance and eventoally fixed to the upper surface of the

flange. Although, the simulated boit ring and part of the flange that represents the hole

région may appear to occupy the same space, they are independent bodies in which only

axial force is transmitted through the common upper surface where the boit head comes

in contact with the flange. This appears clearly in the typical amplified deformed shape

of the bolted joint in Fig. 3.7.

The purpose of the numerical study was to better evaluate the importance of the

following parameters and their influence on the overall behavior of the joint with

particular emphasis on the leakage tightness including the gasket and boit loads, the

flange rotation, the gasket radiai stress distribution, the static differential thermal

expansion between joint members, the creep relaxation of the gasket and the bolts and

the rigidity of the joint.

3.3.1 Modeling of the Gasket Mechanical Properties

For comparison purposes, both linear and nonlinear gasket material models were

considered in the évaluation ofthe flange rotation. However, for further studies, only the

linear stress displacement relationship is considered relevant to the gasket behavior

because the gasket is usually subjected to several high stress fluctuations during the initial
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tightening (seating) due to the torquing séquence and the loading and unloading gasket

compression test showed the behavior to be quite linear. This will be explained further

in the next chapter.

While the linear modeling is a very straight forward task to apply in most general-

purpose FEM programs, nonlinear modeling is also used. One of the approaches which

accommodates nonlinear modeling quite well through the spécification of différent key

points that prescribe the complex stress strain material behavior. Linear interpolations

between successive pomts are donc by the program. Adéquate approxunation of the

nonlinear behavior of the gasket is thus obtained, and may lead to satisfactory results.

Général purpose FEM programs such as ABAQUS give the possibility of defining

the gasket mechanical properties in three directions rather than the simple relationship

between the force and the displacement in the axial du-ection. However, due to the

limited published mechanical data on gaskets and even though the gasket properties are,

in général, anisotropic, isotropic material properties have been assumed for smiplicity.

The movement of the gasket is partially restrained in the radiai direction due to

friction. This has the effect of introducing additional déformation in the axial direction

due to the Poisson's effect in the radiai and circumferential directions, and disturbing the

simple stress strain relationship in the axial direction. Therefore, the choice of Poisson s

ratio and friction coefficient values greatly influences the final results. A value of 0.4 for
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Poisson's ratio seems reasonable for the type of gasket used in this case and was

considérée in the présent study.

Due to the lack of data on the subject, friction tests were performed on three

rectangular spécimens made of sheet gasket materials (asbestos, PTFE and elastomer) in

contact with a steel plate with surface roughnesses of 275 /xin RAAH (7/xm) which is

within the code recommended range. The results are shown in Table 3.3. Practically, the

surface roughness bas some influence especially with higher loads causing gasket material

pénétration. The tests were performed on a fixture capable of applying a maximum stress

of 50 psi (0.35 MPa), compared to the very high values, 10000 psi (68.9 MPa) that are

présent in typical joints causing strong adhésion. This is more important when looking

at the gasket radiai expansion in terms of résistance to blow-outs and even to buckling.

3.3.2 Applied Loading

The loading of the boit is somewhat complicated to represent in the FEM model.

Because the boit load will vary with the application of pressure and time due to the creep

relaxation of the gasket, one cannot apply a constant value. In order to avoid specifying

a constant boit load acting on the assembly, the load was applied to the boit symmetrical

plane through fixed displacement which has the effect of strctching the boit équivalent

ring éléments to produce internai tensile stresses. In this way, a compressive réaction on

the gasket was achieved. Such a System adjusts itself as the pressure is applied and
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continues during the time at which the creep of the gasket takes place. Formerly, a

separate run corresponding to the initial seating condition with the effective initial boit

load applied to the free end was necessary to evaluate the exact initial displacement to

be specified for subsequent runs. This new method is advantageous when compared to

the application of a température différence to the boit ring which involves several runs

before there was convergence towards the required boit load for seating. For the

operating condition, the total hydrostatic end force is applied to the cylinder shell and

flange face through an équivalent axial circumferential force uniformly distributed

through the cylinder thickness and area of flange mside the mid gasket location. At the

same tune, however, the prescribed displacement on the lower end of the boit ring

corresponding to the preload are maintained.

3.3.3 Boundary Conditions

Only the axial displacement of tfae gasket mid plane was constrained while the

radiai displacement was conditioned by the state of the contact surface between the gasket

and the flange. This was simulated using interface éléments capable of imposing some

defined friction between the mating surfaces. Typically, a coefficient of friction of 0.25

obtained from the few expérimental tests was considered between the gasket and flange,

although higher values for cases of rougher Hange surface finish were also considered.

The boit symmetrical plane is free to move in the radiai direction while the rotation about

a plane perpendicular to the flange axial direction is fixed.
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Table 3.1 Corrected scale for Dynaforce représentation

DynaForce

Gasket Stress

(kpsi)

0.3

1.5

2.7

3.8

5.0

6.0

7.2

8.3

9.5

10.5

11.7

12.8

14.0

15.0

Cori-ected

Gasket Stress

(kpsi)

0.11

1.14

2.51

4.03

6.05

7.80

10.15

12.37

14.92

17.33

20.12

22.91

26.04

28.65

Correction

Factor

0.38

0.76

0.93

1.06

1.21

1.30

1.41

1.49

1.57

1.65

1.72

1.79

1.86

1.91
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Table 3.2 Gasket types and dimensions

Désignation

A 1/8

A 1/16

B 1/8

B 1/16

Materials and construction détails

PTFE vu-gin 1/8

Dimensions (in): 4.85 ID, 5.935 OD, 0.125 thick

PTFE virgin 1/16

Dimensions (in): 4.935 ID, 5.925 OD, 0.125 thick

Gylon blue 1/8

Dimensions (in): 4.81 ID, 5.825 OD, 0.125 thick

Gylon blue 1/16

Dimensions (in): 4.925 ID, 5.955 OD, 0.125 thick

Table 3.3 Friction coefficient

Gasket material

PTFE Virgin on steel

NBR/Asbestos on steel

NBR/Aramid on steel

Steel on steel

Copper on steel

Friction coefficient

0.25

0.3

0.31

0.5

0.3
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INPUTGAS

LEAKAGE
DETECTION

TO HP3421A
COMPUTER

CO-SENSOR
TO COMPUTER

l Strain gaged boit

2 Flanges

3 lower platen

4 Gasket

5 Upper platen

6 Nut

7 LVDT

8 Supporting base

9 LVDT supports

10 Leakage sensing System

Figure 3.1 Expérimental bolted flanged rig (Bazergui et al. 1985)
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Criss cross order 7-3-5-1-6-2-4-8

Figure 3.2 "Criss cross" tightening order
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l Strain gaged boit

2 Nut

3 Cylinder

4 Base

5 Fixation boit

6 Silicon protection

7 Stram gage

8 Support

Figure 3.3 Experunental rig used for torque coefficient tests
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Figure 3.4 DynaForce sensor used in this study
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Figure 3.5 DynaForce sensor calibration curves
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Hydrostatic

Equivalent Boit

ring

Symmetrical
Equivalent imposed
displacement

axis

Figure 3.6 FE modeling of the bolted flanged assembly
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Displacement magnification ( 30 ;

Common upper surface

to boit and flange

Disptacement magnification ( 600 )
Equivalent boit ring

Figure 3.7 Typical deformed shape of the bolted flanged assembly



CHAPTER 4

A METHOD 0F ANALYSIS 0F BOLTED FLANGED JOINTS

BASED ON ELASTIC INTERACTION

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In most flange design methods, the définitions of boit and gasket loads under

prcssurised conditions are not sufficient to investigate leakage in détail. As indicated

previously, it is necessary to make a précise évaluation of the boit and gasket loads in

order to be able to predict leakage accurately and proceed with the optimization ofbolted

flange joint. This chapter présents a simple analytical model based on an extension ofthe

Taylor-Forge approach taking into account flange rotation, flexibility of both the gasket

and the bolts and, when applicable, the stiffness of the end closure. While the rigid

flange approach considers that the boit load always increases with mcreasing pressure,

some examples, based on an elastic interaction approach, will show that this load may

either decrease or rcmain constant with an increasing pressure, depending on the joint

elastic characteristics.

Bolted flanged jomts are subdivided into three major catégories, namely: ring

flange, tapered hub (welding neck) Hange and lap-joint flange. Our work, however, will

concentrate mainly on the fu-st two types of flanges. The principles and techniques are
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equally applicable to other flange types with some modifications.

The fîrst basic development was to analyze the actual force relationship and

examine carefully the interdependence between the boit loads during initial seating and

final opération. Figure 4.1 shows an exaggerated view ofthe deformed shape ofa loaded

joint. The déformation of each élément of the joint may have an unpact in the final

results and should thus not be neglected in the analysis.

4.2 ANALYTICAL MODEL

One of our objectives while developing the model was that it remain consistent

with the ASME Code design philosophy, bearing always in mind two important factors;

structural integrity and leakage tightness.

4.2.1 Modeling of the Gasket Mechanical Behavior

The proper modeling of the gasket is a key factor to obtauùng reliable analytical

results. The gasket compression and its réaction application point have a strong influence

on the flange rotation and affect the leakage performance of raised faced flanges. From

a typical gasket compression test, Fig. 4.2, one may appreciate the highly nonlinear

behavior when loading the gasket for the first tune. This nonlinearity is observed in most
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types of gaskets in a more or less pronounced way.

Since the control of leakage is a major concem, the gasket characteristics during

the operating condition are of most interest. Fortunately, the gasket stress-deformation

curve of Fig. 4.2 shows a linear behavior during unloading which a gasket always

exhibits at the operating condition. This feature of linearity, typically présent m most

gaskets, becomes more apparent for subsequent unloading-reloading. The real gasket

behavior when mounted in a bolted joint is somewhat différent from that obtained from

an idéal compression test. However, during the tightening of a bolted joint, the séquence

and the number of passes used to achieve the required preload involves a number of

loadings, unloadings and reloadings of the gasket in the vicinity of a boit. Thus on

assumption of linear behavior may be considered as being satisfactory for most gaskets.

A Modulus of Elasticity can be determined from the slope of the unloading-reloading

portion of the curve and will be defmed as the "Modulus of Decompression", Eg as in

the paper by Bazergui (1985) such that:

E. - ^ (t.-D^) <4-1)
g

4.2.2 Présentation of the Analytical Model

The model used to simulate the joint is shown in Fig. 4.3 . The three essential

mechanical éléments, gasket, boit and flange arc represented by simple elastic springs
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of linear stiffness Kg, linear stiffness K(,, and rotational stiffness K{ respectively. For

cases involving blind cover plates, a plate stiffness Kp will be included. The force-

displacement relations for the gasket and the boit are:

u.='g

"b=

g

£„~ê

Fb

Kb

(4.2)

(4.3)

For the flange whose stiffness accounts for the reinforcing effect of the cylinder

and hub, the rotation is given by:

«,- ^ (4-4>
kf

The applied loads, moments, displacements and rotations for each élément are

determined in the following section.

4.3 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Although figure 4.4 shows schematically the two flange geometries considered in

the présent study, namely: the symmetrical joint with two identical flanges, and the joint

involving a flange with a blind cover, both ring ïïanges and weld neck flanges are
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considérée. The two following assumptions have been used:

l) Since the gasket is modeled by a single linear spring, the stress on the

gasket will be assumed to be uniform across its width,

2) The flange rotates rigidly without distortion with respect to the point

of gasket réaction located in the gasket-flange contact région.

The flange is decomposed into separate éléments. In the case of a ring flange, the

armular plate is welded to the cylindrical shell, while in the welding neck flange, the

annular ring is intégral with a short tapered hub to which the small end is butt welded

to the cylindrical shell. Figure 4.5 shows the separate flange éléments and the junction

forces and moments. The anatomy of the flange leads to a standard problem in stress

analysis near géométrie discontinuities. In order to solve for the discontinuity forces and

moments, governing équations for each structural élément together with the compatibility

of geometry at the interface boundaries, have to be considercd. Before laying down the

individual jouit éléments analyses, a brief overview on how thèse éléments are treated,

will be given:

- The cylindrical shell is be treated as "beam on an elastic foundation"

- The flange is considercd to be either a circular plate with a central hole

for small flanges or a circular ring for larger diameter flanges.

- The hub is treated using the theory of cylmdrical shell with linearly

varying thickness employing four constants of intégration and a particular intégral, and

no assumption is made with regards to the point of zéro radiai deflection.
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- The boit is represented by a linear elastic spring

- The gasket is initially modeled by a single linear elastic spring and then

the radiai location is adjusted. This is équivalent to dividing it into several éléments so

as to sunulate a séries of identical linear elastic springs (see Section 5.8.3).

- The gasket radiai stiffness together with the frictional résistance between

the flange and gasket may also be considered as an optional feature.

- The différence in thermal expansion, creep and thermal dégradation are

simulated through an équivalent relative axial displacement ofthe gasket, the boit and the

flange.

4.3.1 Cylinder Theory

The long thin cylindrical part of the assembly (Fig. 5.4) is subject to internai

pressure and its end is subjected to the discontinuity edge moment M and shear force P

per unit circumference. For a long cylinder, the résultant radiai displacement Wc (positive

if directed radiaiïy outwards) and slope 0^ (positive clockwise) of the cylinder at any

location x are given by the theory of beams on elastic foundation (Harvey, 1980), i.e.:

.Xe " (2-^)B2P
w, = - G^_ W^i (cos^x - sin^x) + (P cos^x] + v~ ^ r (4.5)

2^D, " '- ' "- • - ' "- - 8E^
'c-^c

dw_ p~^x

6, = —^ = ^, [2(3,M cos<8,x - ^ (siny8,x + cos|8,x)] (4.6)
dx 2^D, ^ '" '" 2
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where

and

^ =

D.

12(1->ô
1/4

2f2B^
' ^

12(1-^)

The end deflection and rotation are obtamed by replacing the value of x by zéro

and substituting for D(; in the above équations giving:

6(1-^) ^ 6(1-^) „ , (2-^)B2
w, = ' ,7 P - v , 7 M + —^— p

B,t^'c'-c f e E,t^ 8EX

and ^ w^ M - ^P
T- 13 a T-- ^3i'i2

Wc w

(4.7)

(4.8)

4.3.2 HubTheory

The hub is considered to be a cylindrical shell with a linearly varying thickness;

its radiai displacement w,, is govemed by the following differential équation

(Timoshenko, 1930):

dx2 d̂x2

12(l-/h) „„. _ 12(1-^ _ ^ v^
+ - '- /" x w^ = ^ p (1--±)

~^î~ " "h R(ï3 r v' 2
cf'ah E»"3

(4.9)

Equation (4.9) differs from that used by Waters et al. (1937) because the term on

the right hand side has been included. The homogeneous solution together with the
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particular solution for the displacement w,, is expressed in terms of the longitudinal

coordinate x, measured from the point of zéro thickness, may be written as follows:

,2

W, = X-% [ C^Î(£)+C^(£)+C3^(fi)+C^(£) ] + ^- (2-.,) (4.10)
.Oi X

The taper may be expressed in terms of the thickness of the cylindrical shell as

Q;XI = te allowing the hub thickness t^ at any location to be expressed in terms of x and

a so that th= Q: x

also = 2p\/x and
12(1-^)

^
1/4

ah is the hub mean radius. Ci to €4 are arbitrary constants of intégration which must be

established from the boundary conditions, and the \}/'s are the Schleicher fiinctions,

proportional to the well known Kelvin functions. By successive differentiation the

following relations for the rotation 0^, moment M, and shear force P^ émerge

(Flugge,1973):

-3/2 -__.. -_.. __-. _-... (2-y,,) a^

6^^-[ c.s^-qs.oo^oo-CAOo ] - \^'^ (4-n)
2E^ o; x'

M, = Eha3 xl" [ C^(e)-C^e).C^(e)-C^e) ] . (2-t'h)4-p <4-12)
-x 48(1-^) 12(1-^

^QÎ xl/2
p^ = -^u" A^ [ C,S^C,S^C,S^C,S,(e) ] (4-13)

24(1 Vh)
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The S coefficients are a combination of Schleicher functions and their derivatives

and are given in Appendix l while the arbitrary ftinctions Ci to €4 are related to the edge

moments and shears and the expressions which establish this relationship can be obtained

by substituting the appropriate values of x, namely Xi and x^ into Eqs. (4.10) to (4.13).

4.3.3 FlangeTheory

For small diameter flanges, Kirchoff's plate bending équations better characterize

their behavior while for larger diameter flanges, the ring theory is more accurate. Use

of the exact "thick plate" theory would lead to a very complex analysis which from

practical viewpoint will be disregarded.

4.3.3.1 Plate Theory

The goveming équation for small deflection of an axisymmetrically loaded thin

plate is given by the so called Poisson-Kirchoff équation (Timoshenko,1959 and

Roark,1988):

X.IAU^.IAI u=0 (4.14)
dr2 rdr | | dr2 r dr
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The complète solution for the displacement u has four intégration constants such

that:

u = Gif2 In r + C^ r2 + C-, In r + €4 (4.15)

Once the expression for u is solved, by successive differentiation, équations for

radiai moment Mr and rotation Q( are obtained from:

M, = D,
d2u ^fdu
dr2 r dr

l du . d2u
M. = D, l -l.^l + v,
'• "f |Tdr 'fdrî

Q'-D, l IJLÏ. [r^"
'f dr |Tdr l *dr

and ^=<îu
'f dr

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.19)

The solution for the four constants, three of which serve in the derivative of Eq.

(4.15), are found by applying the appropriate boundary conditions to a circular plate with

a central hole subjected to an équivalent circumferential twistmg couple M{ located at the

inside and outside diameters of the flange. The following relation between M^i and 0{,

at the inside radius of the flange ring, as obtamed by Tunoshenko (1959) is:
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M, =
1-K2

l^r

T^.
K2+l

(l+»'f)

where

and

2DA
B

+ M, _+
1^
1-^

K;

K2-l
-InK

K =

Dr =

B
E(tf3

12(1-^)

(4.20)

For a loose type flange with no attachment to the pipe, the three known boundary

conditions which serve in the derivation ofEq. (4.20) are:

at r

at r

The ïïange rotation 0fl

A
2

B
2

may

M, =

Q =

M^ =

therefore be obtained:

ByYM,
0, = "" ^"*f

~'~~ëfT

J_ Ai-,

f

0

0

+ 6-{

M,

A/2

,K2 InK

(K2-l)
]

(4.21)

The radiai displacement of the flange w^ at the junction with the hub or cylmder

may be calculated by considermg thick-walled cylinder theory (Tunoshenko, 1930). The

total displacement is made up of the expansion due the pressure p, the shear force P, the

frictional force V and the rotation Q{ due M.{ given by:

w,=^p - J^P . ^V. ^0,
2E, " 2t^ 27rt^

tf

2
(4.22)
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A2+B2
+ V,

A2-B2 rf

4.3.3.2 RingTheory

Considering the flange to be made up of a circular ring of uniform rectangular

cross section twisted by couples uniformly distributed around its center line, the condition

of equilibrium of the ring, gives the bending moment acting on each section as (Harvey,

1980) :

M - |^/2 M, sin<A ^° d<A = M, B° (4.23)

Where Do is the ring mean diameter and Mf is the twisting couple per unit length

of the circumference. If we assume that the déformation of the ring consists of a rotation

of its cross section through an angle Qf, the elongation e of a fibre at radius r and

distance y from section center and the corresponding stress a are:

^y
e =

r

E, 0, y
and ff =

The moment equilibrium équation becomes:

-t/2 [ A/2 Ey 0y y2 dr dy

Hft J l
M =

B/2
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and which upon intégration yields

6 M, D«
Q, = ;7^_° (4.24)

E, 43 InK

Similariy, the radiai displacement of the ring at its junction with the hub or

cylinder is given by:

-,= OM)2 B p - ^+1)2.B p+ .<K:1)2 B. V. . ^, (4.25)
'f 2(K-1) E, r 2(K-1) t^ * 4îr(K-l) t,E, 'g Tf

There are four tenus in Eq. (4.25), the first one is due to the internai pressurc

p, the second and third are due to the discontinuity edge force P and the friction force

V which is considered unifonnly distributed over the thickness of the flange, and the last

tenu is due to the flange rotation about its centra id (Fig. 4.8).

4.3.4 Blind Cover

An équivalent System to the blind cover plate shown in Fig. 4.6, is considered for

a more précise évaluation of its axial displacement. This is achieved by the superposition

of three simple cases of a flexible circular plate sunply supported at the ïïange outside

diameter: l) the plate is subjected to a ring load Fg distributed along the effective gasket

diameter G, 2) an operating pressure p distributed o ver the inner part of the plate

bounded by the same circle of diameter G and 3) a plate subjected to a ring load Fb

distributed along the boit circle diameter C. Then, the components of displacement due
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to Fg, p and F,,, given by Szilard (1974), are:

Up = Up(F^) + Up(p) - Up(F,) (4.26)

with Up(p) = a,, p (4.27)

ao = lo^: {l+t4-5a2+4(2+a2)lnala2+2(Yl;)c--co}

and Up(Fg) = F, / K; (4.28)

,/ _ 647rDp(l^)
where IC = p

'" [ki-k.+k.C,]

with a = G/A ; €„ = l -a2 and C, = l - a4

The quantity Dp is the plate flexural rigidity:

D. =
^'

" 12(1-^)

The constants k, are defined as:

K, = (3+^)(l-a2) + 2(l+»/)a2 In a

K^ = (1-^(1-a2) - 2(1 +f) In a

K, = [4-(l-»')a2 + 4(1 +v) In a] a2
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Sunilarly, the expression for u^,(Fb) may be obtained by replacing, in Eq. (4.28)

Fg by F|, and K^' by Kp" which is obtained by rcplacing o: = C/A instead of G/A in all

previous involved expressions. Therefore:

W ' F. / K," (4.29)

4.3.5 Equilibrium

For the purpose of the analysis, a firee body diagram of the bolted joint is

required. As an example, a flange with a blmd co ver (case l) is shown in Fig. 4.7 for

both the seating and operating conditions. Within the framework of the previous

considérations, a System of équations considering the force and moment equilibriums

together with géométrie compatibility may be derived in the manner described by Gill

(1970). Based on Fig. 4.7, the axial equilibrium ofexternal forces are obtained for the

initial seating "i" and final operating "f" conditions respectively:

F.' = FJ (4-30)
b ~ Ag

Fj=F;.pA, (4.31)

N, = p B (4.32)

a) For the case of a ring type flange, (Fig. 4.5b);

-cylinder to ring junction

M = Mo and P = Pg (4.33)
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b) For the case of welding neck flange, (Fig. 4.5a);

-cylinder to hub junction

M j = M, and

-hub to ring junction

M^ = M^ and

xl - i l

x2 ~ i2

(4.34)

(4.35)

4.3.6 Flange Loading

In order to simplify the analysis, some approxunations must be made m the

représentation of the flange loading. The gasket and boit loads are uniformly distributed

around the circumferences ofcircles ofdiameters corresponding to their lines of réaction.

Referring to Fig. 4.8, the resulting twisting couple Mf can be obtained from considering

the equilibrium about the flange centroid as:

M,= -
B

DO

G t,

Do2

M-

\
7TG

B
DO

+

t,
lî P +
2

(G-B)
4

G (DO-G)

D: ~T_

, (DO-G) l
~î

7T

4

^^
TrG

(G2-B

^DO

e
DO

2)p

(C-Do)> Fb

2 TTC

B (Do-B)

DO- 2

(4.36)

N.

Substituting for Fg and N| from Eqs. (4.31) and (4.32), the expression for M{

from Eq. (4.36) will reduce to:

M, » - JLM - ^.P . ^)F, - ^-V. . ^)(G^B')p (4.37)
'f D;"' 2Dg' ' ~ÎT^^ 2ÏDo'g ' ~[6D,
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M and P are the discontinuity or edge force and moment acting on the flange and

may be equal to Mo and Po or M; and Pz depending on the flange type considered ( sec

Fig. 4.5 ).

4.3.7 Geometrical Compatibility

Geometrical compatibility équations are used to détermine the discontinuity force

and moment variables at the junctions between the cylinder, the hub, and the flange.

4.3.7.1 Compatibility of Displacement and Rotation

The équations for compatibility requiring continuity of both, rotation and

displacement, can be combined with équations of equilibrium to give a System of

équations with five unknowns, Mo, Po, Vg, 6f and Fb, for the ring type flange and eleven

unknowns, M,, Pi, M^, P;, Ci, €2, €3, €4, Vg, 0f and Fb, for the welding neck type

flange. Depending on whether we have seating or operating condition, one or two

additional équations are needed to solve for the unknowns. Before the application of

pressure, the boit initial force Pb', which is the required boit load to satisfy both the

requirements of seating and operating conditions (Wm, and Wmz), should be previously

defîned and consequently our System will be reduced by one unknown. However, upon

application of pressure, the boit force will change to anunknown value Fb requiring an

additional équation to sol ve the System. The geometrical compatibility équations are:
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a) For the case of a ring type flange;

-cylinder to ring junction

(4.38)wc

b) For the case of l

-cylinder to

wc

-hub to ring

wh

= w,

l welding neck

hub junction

wh

junction

=wf

and

Hange;

and

and

0c

Q.

0.

-^

-Q.

-^

(4.39)

(4.40)

4.3.7.2 Gasket and FIange Radiai Constraints

In the Taylor-Forge method, it is assumed that the radiai displacement is zéro at

the thick end of the hub to reduce the number of unknowns and shorten the arithmetics.

Clearly, the résultant shear force P and the frictional force Vg (the latter not being

introduced in the calculations) are the most important loads beside the pressure, for

evaluating the radiai and hoop stresses in the flange.

Beside Poisson's effect, the application ofthe internai pressure tends to displace

the gasket radially outwards. However, this movement is to some extent restricted by the

radiai rigidity of the gasket together with the frictional résistance that is présent between

the gasket and the flange faces. This radiai friction is generated because ofthe différence

of radiai résistance between the gasket and flange and may be of great importance in
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evaluating leakage conditions especially when reaching blow-up situations.

Consequently, an additional équation can be derived by considering the radiai

displacement of the flange and the gasket at their contact location. In our model, this

condition which will enable the development of a relation between the quantities P, V

and 6{ shown in Fig. 4.8. The radiai displacement of the flange Wf produced by the edge

loads P and V , the pressure p and the flange rotation Q( due to Mf must equal the radiai

displacement of the gasket w produced by the pressure p, the frictional force Vg and the

gasket load Fg if the frictional résistance is important enough to prevent any relative

radiai displacement at the gasket contact area.

Hereafter, a method of introducing the effect of gasket radiai résistance and the

friction at the interface in the origmal elastic model is laid out. But first, let us point out

that two possible situations may occur with regards to the above considérations (see Fig.

4.9). The first situation corresponds to the condition of no slip, as already pointed out,

where radiai relative movement between the mating surfaces is not possible. This is due

to either high gasket loads or high surface roughness that may cause the Hange material

to deeply penetrate the gasket, thus preventing any radiai relative movement. The second

situation corresponds to the condition of full slip where the internai prcssure is supported

only by the gasket radiai résistance or hoop stress developed in the gasket, in which case

the frictional force Vg is not considérée! in the analysis.
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4.3.7.2.1 Gasket Radiai Displacement

The application of the internai pressure together with the axial gasket load tend

to displace the gasket radially outward while the gasket friction force tends to bring the

gasket radially inwards (see Fig. 4.10). Both loads tend to displace the gasket outward

and, therefore, the total radiai displacement of the gasket (positive inwards) is:

w^ - w^(p) + w,(Vp - w^(Fg) (4.41)

The radiai displacement at a point of radius r due to the mternal pressure p only

is given by the theory of thick cylinders, such that:

w,(p) - a^a'b[ p (4.42)
g" E,r(a;-b;)

where âg and bg denote the gasket inside and outside diameters respectively.

Similarly, using the same expression as above, the radiai displacement of the

gasket due to the frictional force V is:

w.(VJ - (l+^)agbg V, (4.43)
Ë'v E^r (ai-bg2) TTG t^ g

The radiai displacement of the gasket at due to the squeezing effect produced by

an axial force F is obtained by considenng ring theory and is given by:

^ (F_) = "E Fg (4.44)
['gv'g/ 27TÈ^
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Substituting Fg by F|, and p from Eq. (4.31) in Eq. (4.44), gives the expression

for the total gasket radiai displacement as:

w.
\

2^

where

F.+b
^

^t,

î?g =

v +
g

4(1

G

\\_.
27rÈA

^̂ >; b,2

^T

2̂È..

(4.45)

4.3.7.2.2 FIange Radiai Displacement

The radiai displacement of the flange, W{<P), at the mid-gasket location due to an

internai pressure p, is given by the thick cylinder theory such that:

G
w^p) =-^ p

where l?f=-

TE,

(A2/G2)(1^) +(1-^)
-K2-T

(4.46)

The flange, at the mid-gasket location G, is also subjected to radiai displacement

(positive inwards) due to other loads, namely the discontinuity edge force P, the

frictional force V and the rotation Q{ such that:

w, = - w,(p) + W,(P) - W^) + 3, (4.47)

Treating all loads as équivalent radiai pressures, the total radiai displacement of

the Hange is therefore:
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w, » - ^! p . ^L P -±vl .^, (4.48)
f'f 2È; r 2È^ 2E; ^t; ' T

4.3.7.2.3 BIind Cover Radiai Displacement

In the case of a blind cover, the radiai displacement at the mid-gasket location G,

is also considérée in the analysis, although its effect could be negligible when the

thickness becomes relatively larger. The expression for this displacement due to the

frictional force Vg, at a radiai position r, is obtained by considering disk theory and is

given by the following expression:

w^V) = fl-y2+d-rt2_r2_1_r_ e (4.49)
"PVTg/ F ' " " (A/2)21 2È^ ÏG

'p'p

at r = G »„(¥„) = . ^ ¥„ (4.50)
2- "^/ 4ÏË^'g

2

where ^ = \-v} + (l-^)2 ^
A

After studying the radiai displacement of the flange, the gasket and the blind

cover, we are in a position to analyze the two joint types considered. First, for the case

of an identical pair of ïïanges, the condition that the gasket follows the flange radiai

displacement must be satisfied:

w, = w, (4.51)



and, therefore, after substitution and rearrangement, Eq. (4.51) becomes:
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GÏ],

Wr
p+ ^f -

î?f

27rE^ Trt^E'S~ê

V. + -i_ F, =
27TËX ^b

'g'g

_ ^G . "A . ^G
2E.. 2^1, 2È,

(4.52)

Second, for the case of a joint with a blind cover, the condition at the two

interfaces is not identical since, at the mid-gasket location, the flange and the co ver plate

have différent radiai displacements. At the top and bottom surfaces, if no slip occurs, the

gasket will tend to follow both mating surfaces. In such a case, the overall gasket radiai

displacement is assumed to take the average value such that:

l
2

wg= ^- (wf+wp) (4.53)

Similarly, after substitution and rearrangement, Eq. (4.53) becomes:

G"LP.
W7r

-^G +
2È;

t!fc
rf

"A
Mx

lîf

47TE^

+ lîfG

4È; p

\
TtA

. ^
87TE,t,

v_ +
g

V6

27rËA (4.54)
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4.3.7.3 Axial Compatibility

The still unknown final boit load F,,f for the operating condition may be obtained

from the géométrie compatibility considération in the axial direction. The axial

displacement of the nut An which represents the amount by which the nut would axially

move and corresponding to the actual number of tums necessary to achieve the required

preload, must be the same in the initial pre-tightening state (i) and after the fmal

pressurisation state (f). In fact, this nut axial displacement, being équivalent to the

number of tums, is fixed and does not change when the pressure is released. It can be

shown that it is the sum of the axial displacement of all joint éléments involved,

including the elongation of the boit, the compression of the gasket, the displacement due

to flange rotation and, when applicable, the deflection of the blind cover. For clarity,

Fig. 4.11 shows schematically all amplified joint displacement components including

gasket thickness that are involved in obtaining the géométrie axial compatibility équation:

Àn = E ue' = E"ef = CODSt. (4.55)
e"l e=l

Le., \ = Ug + Ub + Up + u/ (4.56)
f _ f ..f __ f

= Ug + Ub + Up + u/

F
where u, = — (4.57)

Ke

The expression for the nut displacement An involves the axial rigidity of all joint

members as obtained by linear force-displacement relationships. The index "e denotes
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the joint élément under considération and may be the boit b, the gasket g, the flange f,

or the blind co ver p. Fg represents the résultant axial force on the joint élément while Kg

represents the axial élément stiffness. For the symmetrical case of a pair of identical

Hanges, Kp is replaced by Kf in the analysis.

The axial displacement, u, ofthe différent joint members arc obtained as follows:

a) The force-displacement relationships for the assumed linear behaviour of the

gasket and boit as established by Eq. (4.3), can be written as follows:

F
for the gasket u, = ^g (4.58)

-g ic

AJE.
with !€„ = -0 and A„ = TTÛN

and for the boit u, = ^- (4.59)

~g

ub

with

^
F,

K,

K,=
"AA
T

b) As can be seen from Fig. 4.11, the flange axial displacement u^ may be obtaineû

from the rigid rotation of the flange around the gasket réaction point such that:

u, = (C^G) 0, (4.60)

e) In case of blind cover, it can be shown that Eq. (4.26) may lead to the axial

displacement being:

up = ^ - àr - aoP <4-61)
kp ^p
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4.4 BOLT LOADS RELATIONSHIP

After assembling the above équations, a System of 5 or 11 unknowns is obtained

depending on the flange type considered. The complète set of équations is set in matrix

form as detailed in Appendix II. Starting with the axial compatibility Eq. (4.56) and

substituting for the élément displacements u, it can be shown that an relationship between

the seating and operating conditions exists. For case 2 of Fig. 4.4, the final boit load

may be expressed in terms of the initial boit load as shown by the following équation:

^ - F..

l.J-
K. Kl \

1.2..-1
K. v ' v"

"g lvb K-p

^ (C-G)

1.1.1

K.. K, K/ K//
'g "b IVp IYp

(0^) (4.62)

In case l of a symmetrical bolted joint of Fig. 4.4, only half of the joint System

including half of the gasket as well as half of the boit may be considered in the analytical

model. The problem is then tackled in a sunilar manner to the previous case l, with the

blind cover considérée! as being rigid.

And therefore, the expression for the fmal boit load will reduce to:

Fbf = Fb +

l
K.

App
C-G

fiZLT""" TI-LT
[K; iq [K; K;J

(0r^) (4.63)
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By neglecting the discontinuity force and moment at the cylinder to flangejunction,

the gasket to flange frictional résistance and, the flexibility of the flange and blind cover,

all terms including Kp as well as 6f are to be dropped out from the previous expression

of the final boit load, leading to the well known rigid flange expression (Roberts and

Jeannette, 1950) :

F»f = F, + , ' , A,, p;.f = V1 4. }
\ P (4.64)

1^1Lb

From the examination of the second tenu sign ofthe left-hand side of Eq. (4.64),

it indicates that the force in the bolts will always increase with increasing pressure during

opération which is not the case in some real assemblies as mentioned before.

4.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A computer program, "POLYFLG" based on the elastic interaction model as

described in this chapter and consistent with the ASME code approach, has been

developed and implemented to give précise values of fmal joint loads and allow,

therefore, a better and more accurate estimation of the joint tightness. The detailed

program together with its flow-charts are presented in Appendix III. The data is

processed on a PC and the required information about the loads and distortion of the

flanges are then printed out. In addition, the program provides the gasket and boit
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stresses, the flange rotation and stresses and, also, the stresses in the cylinder. With this

information the possibility of the gasket leakage can be examined on a tightness graph

obtained by a ROTT test.

Based on an initial boit loading obtained from the tightness or leakage œncept

using the new gasket factors Gb, a and Gs, the final boit and gasket loads and stresses are

obtained for the two types of flanges considered. We have considered three cases wherein

two standard intermediate and large ANSI B16.5 class 1500 Hanges as well as a

relatively large diameter flange, are used either in pairs or with blind co ver plates in

conjunction with three pressurized pipes NPS 12, 24 and 42. The flange thicknesses are

4.88", 8" and 6.5" (124, 203.2 and 165.1 mm) respectively and the ïïange material is

carbon steel SA 105 with a Modulus of Elasticity equal to 29.9 E+6 psi (206 GPa)

throughout.

The design pressures are 1500 psi (10.3 MPa) for the two ANSI B16.5 flanges

cases and 925 psi (6.4 MPa) for the large diameter flange case and the design

température is 70 °F (21°C) m all cases. Appropriate size double jacketed mica-filled

gaskets with Gb = 2900 psi (20 MPa), a = 0.23 and G, = 14.69 psi (0.1 MPa)

(Bickford, 1990) with a decompression modulus E = 234 ksi (1.614 GPa) werc used

in all cases. Standard tightness class T2 corresponding to a mass unit leak rate of 1/500

mg/s per millunetre of gasket circumference was used in evaluating boit loads for the

three cases.
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Table 4.1 summarizes the results obtained for the boit and gasket loads based on

elastic interaction of all joint éléments. This approach gives a more accurate évaluation

of the final boit and gasket loads as a function of the initial boit loads, taking into

account the flexibility of the gasket, the bolts and the flanges. With this method, the boit

and gasket stresses could also be evaluated.

The final forces in the bolts and gasket obtained with the proposed équations are

found to be higher than those predicted by the rigid flange method (see ASME Code) in

all cases. An estimation of the frictional force existing between the flange and the gasket

contact area is also given. On the one hand, this force, being very small in magnitude

as compared to the gasket load, was found to have a small effect on flange rotation and

stresses. On the other hand, it offers a résistance to the radiai expansion produced by the

internai pressurc and increase the blow-out résistance and is important to include as an

option. This effect is more important m case ofmetallic gaskets having higher résistance.

Another point worth mentioning is that the flange rotation does not exceed 0.2 deg. in

all cases. In the two cases ofthe ANSI B16.5 class 1500 flanges, the rotations are rather

low, less than 0.07 deg., even with the slip-on type, owing to the fact that fhe 1500 class

Hanges are rather stiff. AU cases involving a blind cover plate result in higher rotations

explaining in part, perhaps, why such joint configuration are found difficult to seal. Also,

the higher values of boit and gasket loads obtained with such cases are due to the

relatively higher co ver plate rigidity as compared to the flange. However, further

comparison with numerical FE and expérimental results will be given in the next chapter.
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While the above examples show an increase in boit load due to the application of

pressure, as is predicted by the rigid flange approach, there are several examples where

the boit load remains constant or even decreases with increasing pressure as indicated in

cases présentée by Kohmura (1985) and Sawa et al. (1991). Figures 4.12 and 4. 13 show

the results obtained with the proposed method as compared to those measured on real

bolted flanged joints by thèse two researchers. The flange dimensions are given in thèse

figures. Kohmura tested two types of symmetrical joints made out of steel and

aluminium. Thèse joints were used in conjunction with PTFE gaskets reinforced by

inorganic fillers. The dimensions ofthe gaskets were ID=167 mm, OD =220 mm, and

2 mm thick. Sawa tested an aluminium gasket of ID=50 mm, OD=105 mm and 5 mm

thick, mounted on a steel flange with symmetrical configuration.

Depending on the characteristics of the joint and the flange rotation, effectively,

the analytical flange model is capable ofpredicting with reasonable accuracy, within 4%

in the two cases previously considercd, the decrease of the final boit load when the

pressure is increased. Based on the results presented in table 4.1, it is clear that the

design calculations based on the rigid flange approach do not indicate the conditions that

actually exist in a flange joint, but merely represeat some arbitrary stage in the tightening

of the bolts. As long as this concept of design romains uppermost m the minds of

designers no real progress can be made in understanding the manner in which flange

joints fùnction.
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FLANGE SIZE AND TYPE

Pressure, (psi)

Design boit load, (Ib)

Maximum boit load, (Ib)

Final gasket load (ASME code), (Ib)

Final boit load (POLYFLG), (Ib)

Final gasket load (POLYFLG), (Ib)

Frictional force (POLYFLG), (Ib)

Flange rotation (POLYFLG), (deg)

NPS-12

W. Neck

1500

309686

472 232

90598

401297

437 770*

182209

218 682*

4269

431l*

0.026

0.028*

Slip-On

1500

309 686

472 232

90598

373 259

420 459*

154 171

201 371*

4244

4 293*

0.047

0.052*

NPS-24

W. Neck

1500

970 824

l 396 700

234 513

l 141 980

l 331 590*

405666

595 282*

7686

7 803*

0.039

0.044*

Slip-On

1500

970 824

l 396 700

234 245

1099210

l 289 940*

362904

553 634*

7677

7 782*

0.059

0.068*

NPS-42

W. Neck

925

l 898 456

l 900000

492245

2 138 380

2 349 230*

724 530

933 134*

8331

8 407*

0.146

0.156*

Slip-On

925

l 898 456

1900000

492245

2 065 230

2 280 060*

651 377

866 205*

8309

8 378*

0.173

0.194*

* with blind cover
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Figure 4.2 Typical PTFE gasket stress-deformation
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Figure 4.6 Equivalent plate for blind cover
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or Ug = Ui' + U2' and Ugf = u/ + u-/

then \ = Ub + Ug- + u/ + Up- = Ubf + u/ + u/ + Upf

Figure 4.11 Différent states including joint élément displacements
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Figure 4.12 Decreasing boit load with prcssure
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Figure 4.13 Constant boit load with pressure
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CHAPTER 5

GASKET STRESS DISTRIBUTION

PART A: USE 0F THE DYNAFORCE SENSING SYSTEM TO STUDY

THE GASKET STRESS DISTRffiUTION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

One of the important factors that influences the load distribution m bolts and on

the gasket face of a flanged joint, when the bolts are tightened with an applied torque,

is the type of boit lubricant used. For a given boit lubricant and load in a bolted flanged

joint, it is diffîcult to détermine the normal stress field on the gasket due to the many

géométrie and material parameters involved. In order to calculate final loads in the

assembly, it is often assumed that this normal stress is uniform and therefore the boit

loads are almost equal. In the field, however, to ensure a tight seal while working under

time constraints, mechanics may ignore recommended torque values and associated

lubricants and tighten the boit until the leak stops. This can cause too much boit load,

which can lead to stress corrosion cracking, thread stripping, damaged gaskets, and

leakage caused by excessive flange rotation, as pointed out by Short (1992).
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Part A of Chapter 5 deals with a study of a new prcssure sensing System used to

measure the actual gasket contact stresses and considers the effect of lubricants in an

actual assembly of a bolted flanged joint. Thus, the first section describes an

investigation to détermine the torque coefficients of some typical industrial lubricants and

the second section évaluâtes the stress distribution on a typical gasket by usmg a

DynaForce sensing system. A summary of the results obtained in both parts of the

investigation is présentée and discussed.

5.2 TORQUE COEFFICIENTS TESTS

Figure 5.1 summarizes the results ofthe boit load versus applied torque obtained

experimentally for each lubricant using the rig of Fig. 3.3 . A straight line, averaging

the expérimental data, was fitted in all cases. Based on this figure, the superiority ofthe

C-670 lubricant is évident. However, it is to be noted that, in three repeated tests, a

relatively larger scatter was found to exist at higher torques in the case of the C-670

lubricant as compared to others as may be apprcciated from Table 5.1. As a rcsult, and

since all data has been averaged and linearized, care should be taken when interpreting

the curves of Fig. 5.1, particularly at higher torques where the behavior is nonlinear due

to the plastic déformation of the threaded région of the boit. The degreased boit curve

labelled "none", which represents the base line of comparison, is well below the others.
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The inverse of the slope C of each line of Fig. 5.1 represents the torque

coefficient, such that:

T, - F,^ (5.1)

where T|, = applied torque, Ib.in (N. m),

Fb = applied boit load, Ib (N),

C = slope obtained from load vs torque curves, in'1 (m'1 ).

Alternatively, the torque-preload Eq. (5.1) canbe written interms ofthe nominal

boit diameter D such that:

T,, = F,, ( K D ) (5.2)

where K is the dimensionless nut factor which is a general-purpose expérimental constant

obtained as the ratio between the torque and preload and includes all relevant parameters

such as friction, torsion, bending, plastic déformation of threads and any other factor that

may or may not have been anticipated. Many investigators have found that nut factors

determined on a sample or prototype joint, can often differ significantly with a scatter

of more than 26% in the preload achieved at a given input torque. This merely reïïects

the fact that the nut factor does indeed summarize such things as tool accuracy, operator

skill besides the more obvious factors such as lubricity and condition of threads.
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The nut factor is, therefore, given by:

K = -^ (5.3)

Table 5.1 shows the minimum, average, and maximum values of K (Kmm, K^,

Kmm) as well as the slopes C (C^, C^ and C^) for each lubricant compared to the

values given in the literature (Bickford, 1990). There is relatively good agreement

between the two sets of results.

5.3 GASKET STRESS DISTRIBUTION

Figures 5.2 (a,b,c) show typical plots of the load values recorded by the strain

gages for the eight assembly bolts at three levels of applied torque. The tests were mn

on the bolted rig of Fig 3.1 using asbestos type gaskets with a criss-cross tightening

séquence (7-3-5-1-6-2-4-8) as shown m Fig. 3.2. The decrease in load of the first

tightened bolts (3,5 and l) is the result of elastic interaction between the various joint

components which includes the flange, bolts and gasket. The général loading pattern is

the same for all lubricants, with lower boit loads for lubricants with smaller nut factors

(K). For each lubricant, we have selected measurements which correspond to only one

semi-circular portion of the sensor and represent the stress distributions at level of fùll

torque. The fùll torque is the torque required to achieve 50% of yield in the boit.
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As an example, Fig. 5.3 shows a typical gasket stress distributions, as given by

the DynaForce sensor présentation software. The sensor is divided into several small

pucels, the color of which represents the contact stress level in the corresponding gasket

région. Because the DynaForce sensor is nonlinear in the pressure range applied to the

gasket, the linear calibration method used by the software underestunates the actual

contact pressure. To compensate for the nonlinear behavior of the sensor, a new

nonlinear calibration curve was applied to all the DynaForce stress values. The basis for

the nonlinear calibration method and the résultant pressure scale was explained in Section

3.2.3.1.

5.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to represent and analyze the results obtained by the DynaForce System,

MATLAB software was used to calculate the corrected gasket stress distribution. This

software allows us to not only apply the stress correction factors but to manipulate the

matrices of the DynaForce ASCII output files. In the following, we describe the fmal

state of load in the bolted-flanged System for each case studied.

Figure 5.4 présents a typical histogram ofthe percentage ofarea occupied by each

spécifie level of stress for the différent lubricants. Although the target average contact

stress was 15 ksi (103.4 MPa) as would be expected from the boit torques of Table 5.2,
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only a small percentage of the gasket area is at that stress. Most loaded cells are either

at higher or lower stress values; suggesting that an important variation in the radiai

distribution of contact stress due to flange rotation is présent.

Figure 5.5 shows a mean stress on a radius at every 2.86 degree portion, for the

différent lubricants. A fluctuating contact stress distribution around the circumference of

the gasket is observed throughout. This is partly due to the method used to average the

cells contact stresses lying in the boit triangular portion. When working with a triangular

portion of a matrix, it is not clear how to account for the matrix éléments located at the

boundaries. Looking at the DynaForce sensor, although the grid of cells is arranged m

a circular fashion, the corresponding output data is storcd in a square matrix. An élément

of the square matrk is not the value of the cell being at the corresponding polar location,

but an average value of the cells being within the same région. The transformation of the

polar cells mesh into the rectangular matrix form by the DynaForce software is not

appropriate because of the difficulty in matching the corrcsponding positions.

The C-670 lubricant shows a lower stress distribution. A considérable variation

of the average contact stress is observée at the junction between the two parts of the

sensor as shown in Fig. 5.5 at the 90 and 180 degrees angular position. This is a

boundary problem caused by the différence in readmgs when passing from one side of

the data acquisition connection to the other. In deed, only one socket is used to read both

sensor connections (Fig. 3.4). However, in most cases the error is relatively small.
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A comparison has been made between the results obtained from the instmmented

bolts and the DynaForce System. The flange has been divided into eight equal sectors

corresponding to the eight boit régions. The comparison is based on the average contact

stress obtained over a gasket area limited by a boit portion as illustrated typically by the

curves of Figs. 5.6 a, b, e and d. Most of thèse curves show a large différence between

the stresses given by the DynaForce sensing System and those detennined with the more

reliable instrumented bolts. This différence reaches a maximum of50% for boit 5 in the

test with C-670 lubricant (see Fig. 5.6a).

As discussed previously, the higMy nonlinear behavior of the sensor is the main

reason for this différence. In fact, the use of the loading part of the calibration curve to

readjust the load cell readings is not quite correct, since, in reality, every cell within the

gasket région is subjected to few loadings and unloadmgs caused by the elastic

interaction. When the load in a single boit is increased, the boit load in some of the

previously loaded bolts in the joint will decrease. Therefore, the loading part of the

calibration curve of Fig. 3.6 used to evaluate the cell load is not entirely correct. The

problem is made more complicated since each cell follows a différent loading-unloading

path depending on the level of stress reached. To check the repeatability of the sensor,

some tests were repeated up to three times as shown in Fig. 5.7 where the maximum

percentage différence is about 15% with machine oil. Différences up to 37% were

observed, however, in some other cases during the experunentation.
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5.5 CONCLUSION

The effect of the type of boit lubricant on the tightening of a bolted-joint assembly

has been studied. Five types of common lubricants have been considered and compared

for boit load uniformity and ease of tightening. This study shows that, although some

lubricants such as the C-670 lubricant made of molybdenum have the capacity of

transmitting higher load for the same applied torque, their ability to maintain the

achieved preload in a bolted joint is rather poor. With, such a lubricant, most of the

transmitted boit load drops rapidly due to the relatively low coefficient of friction and the

elastic interaction between the various joint components. While a more uniform contact

stress distribution is obtained with the N-5000 lubricant, the higher stresses are obtained

with the machine oil lubricant.

From the results obtained and the comparisons made with the boit stain

measurements, the DynaForce sensing System has not proven to be a valuable quantitative

tool for studying gasket contact stresses because of the hysteresis and poor repeatability

ofresults. However, it is an mteresting tool for a qualitative tri-dunensional visualisation

giving a général trend of the gasket contact stresses. In an attempt to have more

meaningful results, a nonlinear calibration method was employed. The new calibration

method represents an improvement m comparison to the integrated DynaForce software

calibration method. However, for the purpose of accurate stress measurements, a proper

method of calibration of the sensor taking into account the nonlinearity and the hysteresis
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effects preferably for each individual cell has to be developed. The DynaForce pressure

sensing device cannot be used in its présent form as a reliable measuring instrument.

PART B: GASKET MODELING AND EVALUATION 0F THE RADIAL

DISTRIBUTION 0F THE GASKET CONTACT STRESS

5.6 WTRODUCTION

Structural integrity and leakage tightness are the two basic requirements of a

properly désignée bolted flange joint. Although bolted Hange joints generally perform

well stmcturally, their ability to seal efficiently is often a cause ofconcem. The gasket

contact stress distribution, the key factor in sealing performance, is affected by both the

flexibility of the flange and the extent of its rotation.

In this second part of Chapter 5, a simple approach to evaluate the radiai

distribution of the gasket stress and easily integrated in the analytical model or the

"POLYFLG" program, is présentée!. It is based on a good estimation of the flange ring

rotation. Some results obtained using this approach will be compared to those measured

experunentally on an NPS 4 class-600 Ib flange rig and to those calculated using an

axisymmetric fînite élément model. The influence of the flange rotation on the radiai

distribution ofthe gasket contact stress and thus on the leakage tightoess will be demonstrated.
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5.7 EXPERIMENTAL AND FEM INVESTIGATIONS

Most of expérimental leakage tests reported in the literature are performed with

rigid fîxtures for which only the average gasket stress is taken into account. However,

studies (Marchand, 1982 and Bouzid,1994b) show that the gasket stress distribution and

flange rotation appear to have some effect on the joint sealing performance. Leakage is

suspectée of being more dépendent on the local maximum stress m the gasket than on its

average value.

The development of a simple method for predicting the rotation of the flange and

the actual stress distribution in the gasket, through analytical modelling of the joint and

considering the elastic interaction between all joint members is of great interest in

predictmg joint leakage.

5.7.1 Expérimental Observations

The gasket réaction location, the flange rotation and the gasket width are

important and interrelated parameters that should be considered when evaluating the

gasket stress distribution and the leakage performance ofaboltedjomt. Figure 5.8 shows

the effect of the gasket width made of asbestos material on the leakage perfonnance as

measured on the joint rig of Fig. 3.1. From this figure, it can be seen that, at constant

gasket stress Sg, the mass leak rate LRM decreases linearly on semi-logarithmic plot as the
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gasket width increases. Since a higher boit load is required when increasing the gasket

width in order to generate the same average stress on the gasket, there is, of course, an

upper practical limit on the gasket width.

Figure 5.9 shows a typical example of the gasket contact stress distribution as

determined by the DynaForce System on the flange rig of Fig. 3.1. Circumferentially,

the stress distribution is seen to be fairly uniform suggesting that the effect of boit

spacing is not significant. This is due to the fact that the number of bolts together with

the type and the class of flange used (ANSI NPS 4 class 600) makes the joint rather

rigid. Yet, there is a broad unevenness of the stress distribution indicating the effect of

the overall rotation (or tilt) of the two. Radially, the stress distribution is shown to vary

almost linearly, due to the rotation of the flange with the higher value being located at

the outer peruneter of the gasket while the lower value being near the inside penmeter.

The effect of gasket width on the flange rotation as measured on the NPS 4 class

600 lb flange rig of Fig. 3.1 is shown in Fig. 5.10. The différent gasket widths were

obtained by varying the outside diameter while maintaining a constant inside diameter of

4" (102 mm); this causes the shift ofthe gasket réaction location towards the boit circle

especially for wider gaskets. This explams why for the same boit load, a wider gasket

produces less rotation. Such an influence is not negligible and have to be considered for

an accurate analysis.
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5.7.2 FEM Analysis on a NPS 4 Class 600 Ib Flange

As expected, from the FEM fmdings (see Section 3.3), the radiai distribution of

stress of the asbestos gasket is of trapezoidal nature with the résultant slope varying

lineariy with respect to the gasket load as shown in Fig. 5.11. This slope is shown to

slightly increase with gasket width. This was to be expected since for the same average

stress, a greater boit load, and hence a greater flange rotation, is obtamed when

increasing the gasket width. Also, Fig. 5.12 shows a linear corrélation between the

gasket maxunum and mean stress and, obviously, the same conclusion could also be

drawn for the slope which increases with increasing gasket width.

Therefore, the foregoing considérations and findings point to the possibility ofthe

development of a simple approach to détermine the radiai distribution ofthe gasket stress

and the gasket réaction location mcludmg a more accurate évaluation of the rotation in

a flanged joint, and to détermine whether the joint leakage performance is acceptable

under the imposed conditions of testing and service. The method presented in the next

section is intended to fill this need.

5.8 ANALYTICAL APPROACH

Most flange designs consider that the gasket pressure résultant acts at a known

radiai position and is independent of the flange rotation. In the previous chapters, the
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analysis has considérée! the gasket as a linear élément with the gasket réaction located at

the mid-gasket location, diameter G. This chapter focuses on development of a simple

analysis method which can be applied to rmg type gaskets to better predict flange rotation

and give an approximate solution to the radiai distribution of the contact stress in the

gasket. Using the same arguments as before, the gasket behavior is presumed to be linear

in nature.

The idea of representing the gasket by several springs with linear and nonlinear

compression stiffness placed m séries was investigated by some researchers. In 1980,

Soler conducted a computerized nonlmear analysis of a full face gasket. The detailed

program is given in the book by Singh and Soler (1984). Boneh et al. (1986) developed

a similar computer code with the nonlinear option for the gasket material properties. AU

thèse methods involve the sectioning of the gasket into several spring éléments

introducing time-consuming computation due the numerous variables involved.

Instead of simulating the gasket with several identical springs placed in parallel,

it is much simpler to represent the gasket with only a single spring having an adjustable

location that dépends on the gasket pressure distribution estimated from the flange

rotational flexibility. The analytical model developed for the calculation of the flange

rotation is the same as that used m Chapter 4. An accurate évaluation of the rotation is,

of course, necessary in order to better predict the radiai distribution of the gasket stress.
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5.8.1 Flange Rotation

The rotation of a flange or better known as the slope of the curvature, Q{ , when

considered as a circular plate with central hole, may be expressed in terms of the total

équivalent flange moment Mf acting on the flange, Eq. (4.2l):

0, - ^ M, (5.4)

2

where Y = ^- [(1-^) + 2(ï^r—} for a plate (5.5)

with K = A/B

Equation (5.4) is evaluated at the junction between the cylinder and the flange.

However, the slope of the circular plate varies with the radiai position "r" according to

Eq. (5.6) below, (Timoshenko,1930).

«,.N4r[ln(A).J_.^i_l,K.^''rA!J"K_l (5.6)
uf 4-D- ' L "- V2r/ T^; K?:T "* " T^ 4ri KTT

The variation is relatively small, as shown in Table 5.3 where the relative

différences in rotation between the values at the flange centroid Q^ and the cylmder to

flange junction 0{ are présentée!. It can be shown that the évaluation of the flange rotation

can be greatly simplified, without introducing large errors, using the ring bending theory

( 0fr ) instead of the circular plate theory ( Ofp ) to represent the flange. For relatively

large diameter ïïanges having a smaller value for K, the agreement is quite good as may

be appreciated from Table 5.4. Hence referring to Eq. 4.24, Y will be sunply :
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Y = 6 (5.7)
liTic

Therefore the use of ring theory, in accordance with the prediction of stresses in

flanges developed in the ASME Code, will be used and the ring portion of the flange will

be assumed to rotate, but not to distort, when subjected to the flange moment Mf .

5.8.2 Radiai Gasket Displacement and Stress Variations

The predicted rotation may be used to evaluate the radiai variation of the gasket

compression. In fact, for the analytical gasket model, only the average displacement of

the gasket Ugm at the radiai mid location need to be evaluated. Assuming the flange

material to be rigid comparée! to the gasket material, the flange local surface déformation

at the gasket contact région is relatively negligible. As a result, the displacement of the

gasket Ug may be obtained at any radiai position "z" measured from the gasket mid-

location (see Fig. 5.13), according to the linear relation:

u, = u^ ± k z 0, (5.8)

where k is a factor that dépends on the type of flange considered. For a symmetrical joint

k is equal to 2 while for a joint with an assumed rigid blind cover k is equal to l .

Finally, from the gasket stress-deflection curve, the contact stress at any radiai

location may be estimated as:

S, - [ u^ ± k z 0, ] ^ (5.9)
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5.8.3 Adjustment of Gasket Réaction Location

Flange rotation causes a non-uniform gasket stress distribution which shifts the

radius of application of the gasket réaction towards the outer gasket periphery. A

sùnplified method to account for this effect is developed by assuming the gasket stress

to be linearly proportional to the gasket displacement and considering the local flange

contact surface with the gasket to be rigid. The expression ofthe gasket displacement Eq.

(5.8) at any radiai position x as defined from Fig. 5.14, is given by:

Ug = k x 6, (5.10)

Distance x dépends on whether the gasket is partially loaded or ûilly loaded, Fig.

5.14 (a & b). The applicable case may be found by considering the displacement of the

gasket at the gasket linear spring model location together with the flange rotation and

sununarized by the following conditions:

- For a ûilly compressed gasket

Gn - 2 x^, > Go - l,

or G.-2^>0.-1.

- For a partiaiïy compressed gasket

Gn - 2 x^, < Go - l,

or G.-2^<0.-1.

The gasket réaction location may be evaluated using a rapidly converging iterative

method. First, the gasket réaction is assumed to act at the mid gasket location of
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diameter Go. With a first estimate of flange rotation 0so, the gasket displacement centroid

which is the same as the new gasket réaction location Gn is then evaluated. With this new

value, the new ïïange rotation 0fn is recalculated to obtain the new gasket réaction

location Gn+p The whole process is repeated until the required convergence is achieved

which, in général, is obtained after three or four iterations (see Appendix III).

5.8.3.1 Fully Compressed Gasket

Let yn be the distance from the outer gasket diameter to the displacement centroid

after n iterations. Referring to Figs. 5.13 and 5.14a for a symmetrical joint, the position

of the centroid of a trapezoidally deformed shape of dimensions a, b and e is given by:

T = c_ fa+b/3l (5.11)
'" 2 [aïb/2j

In case of the gasket geometry of Fig. 5.13a, substituting for a, b and e gives the

position of the centroid yy

e = l,, b - 1^, , a = li" -^ (G^ -G^l,)

y-.-^
7n- 2

l - ^h
6[vf-T(G^]

(5.12)

where the factor k has the same définition as before (see Eq. 5.8).

The new estimated gasket réaction after n iterations is therefore:
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G.., - G. - .g ^
u
'f - ^ (Gn-Go)

(5.13)

5.8.3.2 Partially Compressed Gasket

Similarly, let y^ be the distance from the outer diameter to the centroid. Referring

to Fig. 5.13 and 5.14 b, the position of the centroid of a triangular deformed shape is

just at one third of its base. Therefore, in case of the gasket geometry of Fig. 5.14 (b),

the position of the centroid is:

l
n

.'.-

2
'g"

VQ
fn

The gasket réaction, after n iterations, is therefore:

'n+1 ~ T

u
'g"

2 G. . G. .21, - 2 ^
fn

(5.14)

(5.15)

5.9 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The flange rotation and contact stress distribution in the gasket may be calculated

using the proposed simple analytical model of the ïïange joint. Figure 5.15 shows that

the flange rotation calculated by considering simple elastic linear interaction of all joint

members is in good agreement with the FEM and the expérimental studies. The finite
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élément study has confirmed that the same Hange rotation is obtained whether considering

the linear or nonlinear gasket material behavior. In fact the flange rotation does not

dépend on the gasket material but rather on the boit load. The importance of including

the hub in the analytical model is demonstrated; the omission ofthe hub produces a less

rigid joint and, therefore, the rotation of the flange is overestunated. From the axial

gasket and flange displacements shown amplified in Fig. 5.16, both the proposed method

and the FE method are shown to be in good agreement. Even at very high loads resulting

in gasket stresses of 15 ksi (103.4 MPa), only very small flange distortion is présent and

rigid flange rotation can be safely considered.

Apart from the gasket edge effects which unpose the rapid drop in gasket stress

to zéro, it can be seen in Fig. 5.17 that the linear radiai distribution of the contact stress

obtained from the analytical model compares well with that obtained from the elastic

gasket material FEM model for the différent boit loads. The maximum gasket stress is

at the outer gasket peruneter and is a result of the flange rotation as already pointed out.

The unportance of and need for proper évaluation of the residual gasket stress is seen to

be necessary with regards to improvement of Code design procédures to account for

leakage. A model capable of taking into account most of the parameters involved for a

leak safe design has been developed. A more précise évaluation of the gasket residual

stresses can be obtained with this simple approach in order to better predict gasketed

joint leakage behavior.
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Table 5.1 Comparison of nut coefficients

Lubricant

C-670

ImprovedN5000

N5000

C5-A

As Received

None

•min

128.32

89.7

86.67

65.45

75.79

•av

158.73

97.63

93.71

80.06

80.91

31.28

Our Results

'max

175.061

104.631

96,2

80.86

90.65

Kniin^

.078

.131

.143

.170

.151

Kav

.086

.140

.146

.171

.169

.432

•max

.107

.153

.158

.210

.181

Bickford, 1990

"min

.08

N/A

.13

.10

.158

N/A

Kav

.095

N/A

.15

.21

.2

N/A

Kmax

.15

N/A

.27

.225

.267

N/A

Table 5.2 Applied torque used for lubricant tests (Fig. 5.1).

Lubricant

C-670

Improved N5000

N5000

C5-A

As Received

1/3 torque

(Ib.ft)

102

160

172

187

208

2/3 torque

(Ib.ft)

205

320

343

376

415

Full torque

(Ib.ft)

307

480

515

564

624
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Table 5.3 Variation of the flange rotation with radius

K

0fc/0f

1.01

0.998

1.1

0.986

1.2

0.972

1.3

0.96

1.4

0.949

1.5

0.939

1.6

0.93

2.0

0.902

3.0

0.877

4.0

0.886

Table 5.4 Comparison of rotation as per ring and flange théories

K

0fA

1.01

i.œ2

1.1

1.014

1.2

1.026

1.3

1.037

1.4

1.046

1.5

1.053

1.6

1.06

2.0

1.075

3.0

1.075

4.0

1.050
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Stress Distribution for Différent Lubricants
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Figure 5.3 Gasket stress distribution at fùll torque
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CHAFTER 6

A METHOD 0F PREDICTING RELAXATION IN

BOLTED FLANGED JOINT

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The loss of tightness of bolted flanged joints is prunarily due to the relaxation of

the joint caused by thermally induced effects. In particular, the clamping load is affected
\

by the amount of relaxation that a gasket exhibits o ver time. Test methods are available

for evaluating the ability of a gasket to maintain a given compressive stress. But in

général, it is necessary to evaluate the response of the joint members to a small change

in gasket thickness produced by the effects of the différence in thermal dUatation, the

creep of the gasket and bolts and in some cases the thermal dégradation of the gasket.

Several other factors have been reported to contribute to the relaxation in joints.

Some of thèse factors arc vibration, relative movement between flanges of the différent

mechanical components and pressure effects. Although the approach in considering any

of thèse effects are similar in résolution as will be pointed out later, this chapter will

explicitly include a detailed analytical évaluation of the effect of gasket creep relaxation

on the remaining gasket stress taking into account the flexibility of all jouit members,

thus allowmg a better évaluation of the required initial tightening load on the gasket. The
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results obtained by this approach will be compared to those determined on an

experknental rig made up of 4-inch class-600 Ib pair of flanges. Axisymmetric finite

élément models oflarger flange assemblies will also be used for comparison. Finally, we

will show that the creep relaxation of gaskets bas a major influence on the remaining

compression load on the gasket.

Many bolted flanged joint calculation methods have been developed, but very few

of them are sophisticated enough to take into account most of the parameters involved

in long term leak safe design: i.e the influence of relaxation and the overall behavior of

bolted flanged jomts especially at high température. A new method of predicting

relaxation produced by temperatore induced effects will also be presented.

6.2 METHOD 0F ANALYSIS 0F THE RELAXATION IN FLANGED JOINTS

The flexibility of the bolts and gasket together with the rotation ofthe Hange, the

friction between the gasket and the flange and the effects of relaxation are known to have

a strong influence on the final gasket compression stress CWesstrom and al., 1951,

Bouzid and Chaaban, 1993 and Chaaban et al., 1993).

As discussed in Chapter 2, it is currently being proposed to substitute the

traditional m and y factors by constants G|,, a and 65 to better characterize gasket
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performance so as to introduce leakage tightness considérations in the design of bolted

flanged joints. For long term prcdictions, however, a design approach accounting for the

gasket relaxation is necessary.

6.2.1 Analytical Approach

The proposed analytical approach takes into account the flexibility of all the

flanged joint members. The model for evaluating the relaxed boit and gasket loads and

hence the gasket stresses is the same as that of Fig. 4.3. First it is necessary to find a

rclationship between the boit initial seating load Fbi or the boit fmal operating load F)/

and the boit relaxed load F|/. This is achieved by looking at the axial geometrical

compatibility condition as detailed in Chapter 4. As shown in Fig. 6.1, the displacement

of the nut An at any time is the summation of the individual axial displacement of all joint

members; i.e, at initial tightening "i", after final pressurisation "f", and at any given

relaxed state, "r". A» is given by the followmg relationships:

\ - E u; = £Uef = S>er=const- (6-1)
e-1 e-1 e°l

l . -- l ... l ... l

i.e., \ = Ug + Ui; + Up + u/

=u^u,f.Upf.u/ (6.2)

= Ug + Ufa + Up + u/
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F
where u. = —e. (6.3)

ue K;

The expression for the nut displacement An involves the axial rigidity of all joint

members as obtained by linear force-displacement relationships. Index "e" denotes the

joint élément under considération and may be the boit b, the gasket g, the flange f, or

the blind cover p. Fç represents the résultant axial force on the joint élément. For the

symmetrical case of a pair of identical flanges, Kp is replaced by K{ in the analysis.

6.2.2 Gasket Déformation Analysis

Considering the relaxation of the gasket material as illustrated in Fig. 6.2, at a

given relaxed position, the résultant gasket relaxation displacement Cr is to be added to

the operating gasket displacement u f to give the total relaxed gasket displacement Ugr:

u; = u; + e, or u; = ^ + e^ (6.4)
^

Cr is the total relaxed displacement due to the effect of différence in thermal

dilatation e' between the gasket, the bolts and the flanges, the creep relaxation e0 of the

bolts and gasket and the thennal dégradation ed of the gasket if any, such that:

e_ = e' + ec + ed (6-5)
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6.2.2.1 Déformation Due to Differential Thermal Expansion

The amount of displacement e' is obtained by analysing the joint members thermal

expansion in the axial direction. Due to the différence in their thermal expansion

coefficients, the boit expansion is différent from the sum of the expansions of the flange

thickness 4, the gasket thickness tg and the blind plate cover tp, thus creating a change

in boit and gasket loads. The analysis is not straight forward because not only the

température of each joint élément is différent but a gradient exists within the élément

itself. However, the analysis may be simplified by considering the boit, the flange and

the end cover subjected to average température différences AT(,, AT , AT^ and AT

respectively, such that their axial expansions are:

ug = ï ~ ^ AT- ^
~s

pr

< = ^ + "b AT, l, (6.6)
s

u/ = (C-G) ^ - a, AT, t,

Up = u^(Fg) - u^) + u/p) - a, ATp tp

The displacement of the gasket due to the différence in thermal expansion may

therefore be obtained from Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6) as:

e1 = a, AT, l, - ( a, AT, t, + a, AT, t, + a, ATp tp ) (6.7)
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6.2.2.2 Déformation Due to Thermal Dégradation

The change in gasket thickness ed is that due to the dégradation of the gasket

material. The thermal exposure of certain types ofgaskets (fibres reinforced elastomer

based sheet materials, flexible graphite sheets) provoke an aging mechanism that results

in a change in their physical properties. Marchand et al. (1992) have established a

corrélation of the weight loss for sheet gasket materials with time and température of

exposure and have successfully combined the two effects in a single time-temperature

équation using as référence a 48-hour exposure time:

w-f-Ud— (O.S)
48 | I/TO - 1/T

m^, slope of curve W4g versus 1/T

t is the exposure time, hr

T is the exposure absolute température, "K and

TQ is the intercept température at w=0, °K

w is the fraction of the weight loss

Equation (6.8) leads conveniently to the définition of an aging parameter A based

on the weight-loss corrélation such that:

A^ = ,_w,._, (6.9)
p m, (48°6/100)
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In his work, Marchand (1992) bas measured the relaxation of the gasket due to

aging in terms of the thickness change ed and has found that the relationship with the

aging parameter Ap is particular for every joint type. He also found that after a weight

loss of about 15%, the gasket creep increases with the additional weight loss.

6.2.2.3 Déformation Due to Creep

In a real bolted gasketed joint, three phenomena occurs simultaneously: creep,

relaxation and strain rccovery. In fact, as the creep takes place the stress in the gasket

drops instantaneously causing not only the gasket to relax but also some instantaneous

strain recovery. Pure relaxation is also a time dépendent phenomenon observed whenthe

strain is held fixed, however the type of relaxation that is sometimes referred to in the

literature on bolted joints is the drop of gasket stress that is caused by the creep only. In

what follows only the relaxation due to creep will be considérée! and thercfore both pure

relaxation and strain recovery phenomena are not covered and will be ignored.

In a pure creep test, the relationship between gasket creep and time is of

logarithmic nature as found by Bazergui, 1984. The gasket creep curve is strongly

influencée by the compression stress and température as it is the case with metals. Even

at constant ambient température, the influence of stress is quite unportant, particularly

for PTFE-based material gaskets. The température has the effect of accelerating the creep

phenomenon. Therefore, its influence at constant stress has a similar effect.
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In a bolted joint, the displacement of the gasket ec cannot be considered to be

équivalent to the one obtained from either a pure creep nor a pure relaxation tests but

rather from a combined test since it is a function of both. To demonstrate the merits of

the developed method, the only resulting effect e, that will be considered fiirther is the

combined effect of creep relaxation ec. As in a pure creep situation, the relaxed

displacement due to this effect is also a function of stress Sg, température T and time t:

ec = f (S,, t. T) (6.10)

Therefore, after substitution of Eq. (6.4) into the expression of the nut

displacement, Eq. (6.2) may be rearranged to give:

u; + u; . u; = u,r + u; + u; . e, (6.11)

For the particular case of a pair of identical flanges, Up is replaced by Mf in Eq.

(6.11). The relative axial displacement of the ïïange u^ at the boit circle diameter position

may be found by considering rigid rotation of the ïïange such that :

u, = (C;G) e, (6.12)-f —Y- "f

and .-. îb + (C-G) 9\ = -^ + (C-G) ^ + e, (6-13)
KI, KI,
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This states that, in a particular bolted joint, for a given amount of creep

displacement Cr, the boit and gasket residual loads are independent of the type of gasket

used. However, the amount of creep displacement will dépend on the gasket type, the

température, the tune and the gasket compression stress.

Equation (6.13) requires a proper évaluation of the flange rotation as it is a

quantity that is directly related to the flange rigidity; its value greatly dépends upon the

type of flange used. For the case of a weld-neck type of flange, the hub which has the

effect of stiffening the flange and not rcpresented in Fig. 6.1, bas a great influence on

the final results as will be demonstrated. For the puqwse of simplicity and understanding

of the method used, a theoretical approach applicable to slip-on type flanges will be

detailed further below. Nevertheless, the program "POLYFLG" which includes an

accurate analysis of the hub, is capable of handling relaxation in weld-neck type flanges.

6.2.3 Simplified Method of Relaxation in Joints

Because of its variable thickness, the solution of the radiai displacement of the

hub must be found in tenus of Bessel fonctions, and involves four constants of

intégration requiring four simultaneous équations. To reduce the amount of work

involved necessary to solve the System of équation it is desu-able to make some

sunplifying assumption so that the évaluation of the boit loss due to relaxation does not

become prohibitive.
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6.2.3.1 Analysis of Ring Type FIanges

Considering the cylindrical part of the assembly, the shell end is subjected to the

discontinuity edge moment Mo and shear force Po per unit circumference. The radiai

displacement w,; and slope 0c at the junction are given by the theory of a "beam on elastic

foundation" (see Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8)):

^ __ 6(1-^ _ 6(1-.X ^

E^l E^

>nd «. - 12(l-'x - 6(1^ (6.15)

E^ E^

The radiai displacement at the cylinder to the flange junction Wc, may be

considérée! to be zéro as in the Taylor Forge analysis (Waters et al., 1979). Bearing in

mind that for large diameter Hanges, this may not necessarily be tme (Murray and Stuart,

1961), the analysis is nevertheless simpliïïed to give a direct relationship between the

discontinuity edge moment Mo and shear force PQ such that:

Mo - ^ (6.16)

The flange rotation B{, which is equal to the cylmder rotation 0^ due to geometrical

compatibility, may be obtained from the theory of a cu-cular plate with a central hole

subjected to an équivalent circumferential twisting couple M.{ located at the inside and

outside diameters of the flange ( see Eq. (4.21) ):
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,, BTTYM,
"f ~w (6.17)

Refemng to Eq. (6.17), Y is the ASME Code factor that involves K and which

may conveniently be simplified as 6 / v LnK by considering the ring bending theory (

Eq. (6.4) ). Also, the flange équivalent twisting couple Mf can be obtamed from

considering the equilibrium about the flange centroid such tfaat:

M.- -S-M. - J^ P. . (C-G> F,
f - D: 1"° 2D: xo ' "27TD7 1]

(6.18)

Fmally, by combining Eqs. (6.15), (6.16), (6.17) and (6.18), an expression for

the rotation of the flange Q( may be obtained such that:

6. =

7T E^3 LnK

3

+

(C-

E.

-G)

,t;

Fb

B/?c

V~c

a+ /?cAiÏ
(6.19)

Using Eqs. (6.12) and (6.19), the axial rigidity of the flange may be obtained:

K,= ^ =
2 7T

Uf 3(C-G)2
E,t

E.tc3 B j8, „ , t,
^ LnK+ ^l^l (14- ^^

1-^
(6.20)

Using Eq. (6.12), and bearing in mind that the flange axial displacement u^ is

related to the boit force F), by the axial flange rigidity K{, then Eq. (6.13) may be

rearranged to give the relaxed boit load as:
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Fb = Fj- wr or Fbr = F,,r- Kj e, ^^

TÏ^T|K; K;|

where K, is the joint axial rigidity obtained by considering the combination m séries of

the pair of identical flanges and the bolts such that:

l- = i + -l- (6.22)
K; K; K;

and for the bolts, the rigidity K,, is siïnply:

K, = EbA (6.23)
lb

Provided the pure creep displacement of the gasket e, may be put into équation

as proposed by Bazergui (1984), the boit load and hence the gasket stress can be found.

As a direct result, the évolution of leakage with time becomes a predictable parameter

which is very useful for maintenance purposes. An interesting feature resulting from the

analysis is that the force relaxation in the bolts is strongly related to the gasket relaxed

displacement e,. In fact, a linear relationship between the two quantities exists and the

resulting slope is the rigidity of the flange including the bolts.
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6.2.3.2 Analysis of Weld-Neck Type Flange

For weld-neck type flanges, it is suggested that the actual taper hub constmction

be replaced, for calculation purposes, by an équivalent shell ofuniform thickness. As the

bending moment and shearing forces, Mo and Po, have a minor effect at a distance of

V0.5 Bgi from the flange to hub junction, then the hub may be considercd équivalent to

a cylinder with an équivalent thickness (Lake and Boyd, 1957) such that:

t,=t,+ " wl ^ for hub lenth x <^/0.5Bg; (6.24)

2 ,0.5 Bg,

t,= 0.5 (t^+g^) for hub lenth x >^/0.5Bg; (6-25)

6.3 APPLICATION 0F RELAXATION DUE TO CREEP 0F GASKETS

6.3.1 Mathematical Modeling of Creep Relaxation of Gaskets

The formulation of the problem of creep relaxation of gaskets is not straight

forward. Since every material has a its own creep behavior, it is not possible to come out

with a creep model that can represent all types of gasket matenals. Creep tests have to
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be done on every material in order to be able to predict the relaxation of the gasket with

time. In général the creep curves, as the ones shown in Fig. 6.3 suggest that the creep

strain is a fonction of stress Sg, température T and tune t:

e, = F ( S,, T, t ) (6.26)'g'

Bazergui (1984), in his paper on short term creep of gaskets at room temperafaire

showed that, for most types of non-metallic and métal composite gasket, a linear

relationship exits between the displacement due to creep and the time in a semi-

logarithmic plot. An adéquate représentation is therefore:

e = a + b Ln t (6.27)

where e<;p is the gasket thickness change that occurs during a period of time t where as

a and b are coefficients that dépend on the gasket stress level.

Starting from Eq. (6.27), we can assume that for a relatively small period oftime

the relaxation that takes place in a joint is due to a small amount of gasket creep Ccp

produced under a constant gasket load. At the end of this small period oftune, the gasket

load is readjusted to be used for calculations of e in the next time interval. By adding

successive creep displacements obtained under différent decreasing stresses, the

appropriate amount of gasket creep relaxation displacement is obtained for the time

considérée!. The whole process is referred to in Fig. 6.4.
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Starting with a stress Sgi on the gasket, after a small period of time, the

corresponding creep due to this assumed constant stress, is Ccpi = e,; = êr. With this

relaxed displacement Cr, the new gasket stress Sg; is calculated for evaluating the new

creep displacement e<:p2 obtained after another small period oftime. The new total relaxed

displacement e^ = Ccpi + e^ is then used to recalculate the new gasket stress Sg3 and so

forth. This algorithm is coded into a subroutine of the POLYFLG program and the

detailed flow chart is given in Appendix III.

6.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the creep relaxation displacements curves of Fig. 6.5 obtained

experimentaiïy on the NPS 4 class-600-lb rig, it appears that the général trend of the

relaxation behavior of the gaskets tested on a real bolted joint is similar to the pure creep

situation and, a logarithmic tune dependency is also observed. The creep relaxation

équation can therefore be written as:

e, =e. =a/ + b/ Ln t (6.28)
r *c

where e, is the gasket relaxed deflection; in.

Ce is the gasket relaxed denection due to creep only; in.

a' and b' are coefficients as function of stress level and gasket material and

t is the time in sec.
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Figure 6.6 shows the relaxation of the gasket load for différent types of gaskets

as obtained from the bolted flange rig and the analytical model. Although, the initial

tightening load is différent in some cases, it can be seen that the relaxation is fùnction

of the gasket material and thickness. For material 'A' 1/8" (3.2 mm) thick, more than

30% ofthe gasket initial load is relaxed in less than four hours. The gasket load variation

with time as obtained from the expérimental rcsults compare quite well with the ones

obtained with the proposed model. As an example, for material 'A' 1/8" (3.2 mm) thick

gasket, the computed relaxation load curve is very close to the expérimental curve, i.e.

less that 2% error; and thus, an accurate prediction of the load with time is

demonstrated.

Table 6. l contains a summary of the results of rigidity calculations some of which

are derived from the slopes ofFigs. 6.7 and 6.8. Three types ofïïanges are considered,

two of which are ANSI B16.5 types of Hanges, namely NPS 3 class-150 Ib and NPS 4

class-600 Ib, while the last flange is an example of a large diameter type, same as in

Waters et al. (1937). The results show that a good agreement exists betweenthe différent

methods. The rather high rigidities obtamed by FEM is due to the fact that gasket load

is obtained from the calculated average nodal gasket stresses rather than the nodal gasket

forces which are not available with the creep option in the ABAQUS program. From Fig.

6.7, it canbe shown that the slopes ofthe curves which represent the axial joint rigidity,

have all the same value and are neither dépendent of the gasket material nor of the

amount of boit initial load. Therefore, there is a good agreement between the three values
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obtained experimentally, by FEM and by the analytical approach.

Figure 6.9 shows the variation of the flange rotation as the gasket relaxes. This

is an indirect représentation of the uniaxial flange rigidity provided the flange rotation

with load is known. The computed values of rotations are somewhat higher because the

point of application of the gasket load was assumed to act at the mid-gasket location.

However, as pointed out previously, flange rotation causes a non-uniform gasket stress

distribution which shifts the location of the gasket réaction.

The stiffness of joints has long been suspected as playing a major rôle in creep

relaxation behavior of gaskets. In fact, the joint stiffness which dépends mainly on the

flanges and bolts rigidities has a great influence on the relaxation of the boit and gasket

loads. Fig. 6.10 shows the tests performed on a UGR rig which can be adjusted to the

required stiffness value so as to simulate the behavior of a spécifie joint. As an example,

tests sunulating a NPS 4 slip-on and welding-neck flanges of the same 150 class show

this strong influence clearly. The joint stiffness dependence has been demonstrated

analytically in Eq. (6.21) which shows the linear interdependency between the boit load

and the joint stiffness Kj. Therefore, increasing joint flexibility by extending the bolts,

introducing "Belleville" washers or making the flanges lighter is one way of reducing the

effect of relaxation. An alternative solution is, however, the introduction of a metallic

spacer which controls the gasket displacement due to creep. Also, from the same Fig.

6.10, good agreement between the results obtained by the analytical model and the
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simulating joint rig, is demonstrated.

Expérience in the field of pressure vessels still shows that some bolted gasketed

joints are diffîcult to seal, and that leakage appears some time after start-up. The

approach to relaxation presented in this chapter has produced results which compare

reasonably well with actual tests carried out on a real bolted flange joint. The évolution

of the residual boit and gasket loads with time together with the resulting deflections and

rotations can therefore be predicted. The proposed model has potential for becoming a

design tool for leakage prediction.



Table 6.1 Flange axial rigidities
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Expérimental results (Ib/in)

FEM method (Ib/in)

Equation (6.20), (Ib/in)

POLYFLG, (Ib/in)

NPS3

class 150

4.65 106

N/A

4.71 106

4.63 106

NPS4

class 600

9.51 106

11.5 106

9.14 106

10.3 106

Large Flange

A =127 B= 120',4

N/A

878.47 106

600.8 106

703.8 106
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Initial preBghtening
with all éléments
flexible

Operating state
with all éléments
flexible

Intermediate relaxed
state due gasket
creep/relaxation

' . REFERENCE EDGES

!„+ Ae = lb+U,,'+Ui'+U2'+Uf'+Up' = lb+U,,r+Uir+U/+U/+U/

or Ui'+u;1 = Ug' and u^+u/ = Ugr

then A,, = Ub'+Ug'+Uf'+Up' = Ubr+u/+u/+Upr

Figure 6.1 Modeling of the joint relaxation
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CHAPTER7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 GENERAL FINDINGS

An accurate approach to the design of bolted flanged gasketed joint has been

developed. This approach considers an analytical joint model that includes the flexibility

of all joint members in both the axial and radiai directions and is based on the elastic

interaction between them. The proposed method is capable of examining joint structural

integrity, as well as leak tightness and their évolution with time. Numerical results have

been presented which show the effect of gasket pre-strain, and flange and boit flexibilities

on the final configuration. A sunplified approach of gasket modeling has led us to

establish the radiai distribution of gasket contact stress. A method is proposed for

simulating relaxation in gasketed joints due to thermally induced effects as well as

relaxation caused by gasket creep. The influence of joint rigidity on the gasket and boit

relaxations observed experunentally is demonstrated by the simple analytical model usmg

a time hardening law to evaluate the gasket creep occumng in a joint.

The method présentée in this thesis provides a formulation consistent with the

général philosophy ofthe ASME Code, allowing an accurate and comprehensive design

and évaluation of bolted flanged joints having a raised face configuration. The proposed
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analytical approach to flange design holds promise of reliable leakage control compared

with the conventional design methods. This is by considering the flexibility of both the

gasket and the bolts, the Hange ring rotation and the interdependence between the initial

seating and final operating loads. The boit load which is assumed in the rigid flange

approach to always increase with higher pressure, is shown to remain unchanged and

even decreased in some flange cases, as observed experunentally. Thus, the analytical

model, based on the elastic interaction of all joint members, successfully reproduces the

real behavior of joints.

Using this model, it could be possible to apply lower assembly loads with an

adéquate safety margin while providing the required clamping force to maintain a tight

joint during opération. Therefore, itcan be conceived that gasket overload and excessive

flange rotation may also be avoided. In addition, the joint may further be lightened by

reducing flange thickness and boltmg which is not only bénéficiai in term of material

saving and cost, but also, advantageous for application where gasket creep relaxation is

important.

A tight joint is achieved by the combined action of the gasket mechanical

properties and the flange assembly and extemal forces. The most important factor which

détermines the ability of a flange to seal is the gasket stress, the amount of pressure

applied to the gasket via the flange face. As a rule, the higher the gasket stress, the

tighter the gasket seal. However, due to flange rotation a radiai variation in gasket
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compression is présent and is known to affects the leakage performance of the joint when

it becomes excessive.

As a result, a method was developed for evaluating the radiai distribution of

gasket compressive stress based on the flange rotation and the readjustment of the gasket

réaction or the gasket single spring location. From the results obtained by both the

expérimental and numerical FEM analysis, the model has proved to be efficient in

predicting rotation, gasket radiai displacement and stress distribution. It was hoped that

the DynaForce sensing device would provide a means to measure the actual gasket stress

distribution with reasonable accuracy. Unfortunately, due to its highly nonlinear behavior

coupled with a large hysteresis effect, the sensor cannot be used yet as a reliable

measuring device. Unless improvements are made to the sensor itself and the method of

calibration, only qualitative measurements are obtained. An intercsting result was the

confirmation of the général trend of the radiai distribution of stress by the DynaForce

sensor.

The model presented in Chapter 6 is capable of predicting relaxation due to room

température creep of the gasket with reasonable accuracy. The prediction and the

évolution of tightness with time is now possible. Up to 30% of the gasket initial load is

relaxed in less than four hours for some of the gasket materials tested. The thicker the

gasket, the higher the relaxation is. The model may be extended to include gasket

relaxation at elevated température which has sunply the effect of accelerating this
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phenomenon.

The initial boit load plays a major rôle in the performance of the bolted joint and

this should be givencareful considération. Over-tightening ofbolts, for example, is often

a source of gasket failures. The maximum allowable gasket preload is lunited by flange

stresses, flange rotation, boit stress, or gasket crush so, simply increasing the flange

thickness may not be bénéficiai since this would result in an increase in joint stiffness

which may not help the effect of relaxation due to creep. Extended bolts adds flexibility

and "Belleville" washers achieve the same effect. One way to overcome joint relaxation

is, however, by having a gasket which is a combination of a soft material with metallic

rings. With this configuration, while the soft gasket material provides tightness the rings

pré vents gasket thickness changes and radiai expansion that causes the drop in boit load.

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The state of the art of bolted gasketed joints involves a large number of variables

that are difficult to predict and control. A few of thèse variables are pressure, gasket

behavior, extemal moments and forces, différences in bolt-flange service températures

and materials, relaxation due pressure and température transitions. The proposed

analytical model is believed to be capable of predicting with reasonable accuracy the

effect of some parameters such as pressure and gasket creep. Additional parameters such
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as température could be readily incorporated in this model.

It is well established that the leakage behavior of joints is conditioned by the

amount of contact pressure on the gasket. Therefore, the radiai distribution of gasket

stress needs to be investigated in more détails so as to relate it to tightness performance.

The DynaForce sensing System has potential in becoming a powerful expérimental tool

if its nonlinearity and hysteresis could be controlled and a more appropriate calibration

method could be developed.

The effect of the gasket width and the influence of flange rotation on the tightness

performance need also to be further examined. The new gasket constants obtained from

the current room température tests and performed with rigid platens need to account for

real flange conditions. Of interest, in particular, is a ftirther study on the influence of

external bending loads which could be conducted using the DynaForce sensor.

Another major concem ofbolted ïïange users is the elevated température behavior

of joint and the influence of température on the leakage characteristics of gaskets. The

importance of the short term relaxation of gasket has been demonstrated, but the model

could easily modified to incorporate the long term gasket creep behavior and, in

particular, the effect of boit creep.
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The effect of differential expansion between the bolts and flanges, due to

température gradients or the use of materials having différent coefficients of thermal

expansion has not been investigated deeply although an attempt was made in Chapter 6

to tackle such a problem by laying the basic formulation. It may be possible to adapt

thèse formulas to make proper assessments of the thermal transients and the response of

the joint to température changes, but the proper method of doing this needs farther

development Transient thermal différences between the flange, the bolts and the gasket

can increase gasket stress. This type of study should take full advantage of advanced

fînite élément methods and modeling techniques. However, more expérimental test results

would be more than necessary in order to validate any new analytical development.
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Functions involved in the tapered hub solution
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The solution ofthe differential équation ofthe tapered hub involves the résolution

of two new second order équations. Their solutions are complex value fùnctions of x and

conjugate complex to them which are linearly interdependent and form a complète system

of four independent solutions. The complète solution to this problem is given in various

textbooks on cylindrical shells including the two used références by Timoshenko (1959)

and Flugge (1973).

The S coefficients used m the tapered hub solution are combination of Schleider

functions and their derivatives and are given by the following;

S, = e ^(e) - 2^00

S, = fi ^i(e) + 2^(e)

S, = S ^(£) - 2^(e)

S, = s ^(e) + 2^4(6)

S, = eî ^(e) - 4e ^(e) + S^(e)

S, = £2 ^00 - 4e ^i(e) - 8^00

S, = e2 ^(e) - 4e ^(e) + 8^^(e)

S, = e2 ^(e) - 4e ^(e) - 8^(£)

The fimctions ^ are the fîrst derivatives of the fimctions ^ given below with

respect to the argument e. A graphical représentation of the fiinctions ^' are given in

Figure A.l.l. It is seen that the values of thèse functions iwrease or decrease rapidly as
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the distance from the end increases. This indicates that in calculating the constants of

intégration G] to €4, we can very often proceed by considering the cylinder as an

infinitely long one and using at each edge only two of the four constants in the solution

of the radiai displacement Wh of Equation (4.10)

e4 . e8

W - l- -^ +

p2 p6 plO

w = -£ + —— - .. .£^_. +

( 2.4 )2 ( 2.4.6.8 )2

e6 e10

22 ( 2.4.6 )2 ( 2.4.6.8.10 )2

W = ^i00 - ^ Ri+Ln^e.^(e)

W =^) +^ R.+Ln^.^e)

where the quantifies appearing between the square brackets in the last two équations have

the fonn

R,»f4i2--^-m6...c^j4ilu
2 l ( 3.2 )21 2 j ( 5.4.3.2 )2 | 2

e..
R.=

c(2)f^Ë1 - cw f e 1 + c(6) f e
22 l 2 l ( 4.3.2 )2 | 2 | ( 6.5.4.3.2 )2 | 2

The constants G(,,) and are given by

€,„, =1+1 +1 +1 + ... + 1 and lnj8 = 0.57722-(n) "2 3 ' 4 '" ' n """ "'" ""
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The above derivative fùnctions \}/' plotted in Figure A. 1.1 with respect to the

argument x are given for values between 0 and 10. However, for larger argument values,

thèse functions can be described with sufficient accuracy by the following expressions:

w = l

/27T£

.E/J T cos
e TT

^

y/(e) = - 1 eE/'l rsm

/27T£

^(e) = |-t- e-£/rTsin
7T£

e TT

J
8

fi
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+_
8
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^
TT

+__
8
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^(e) =

^00 =

^(e) -

^400 =

l

/27TÊ

l

/27TÊ

n
TT8

2
TTC

ee/J

eE/J

e-e/f

e -S/J 2

Tco

r sii

r sir

cos

e

J

e

fi

e

ft

e

f2

8̂

8̂
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System of équations obtained for flange types considered
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Depending on the type of flange considered, five or eleven algebraic équations

are assemblée to solve for the unknows. Thèse équations can be written in the matrix

form and are give hereafter.

Rins Type Flanees

The System of équations in the edge loads Mo Po, flange rotation 0{, frictional

force V and boit load F), in relation to ring type flanges are given for the two cases

considérée in Figure 4.4:

a- Ring type flange used in pair
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Weld Neck Type FIanees

The System of équations in the edge loads Mi, Pi, M; and P^, hub constants Ci,

02, €3 and €4, flange rotation Of, frictional force Vg and boit load F|, in relation to

welding neck type flanges are given for the two cases considered in Figure 4.4:

a- Welding neck type flange used in pair
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b- Welding neck type flange used with blind cover
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"POLYFLG" program How charts
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